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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sourcing is a sensitive business area, prone to encounter instant distractionsfrom worldwide events, let it be the blockage of the Suez Canal, COVID19,floods in middle Europe, major strikes, earthquakes in Turkey, Russian ag-gression in Ukraine, the energy crisis, inflation or recession to list a fewrecent. The cyclical, rather mature, and declining paper industry in no ex-ception as it has global supply chains (SC) that are easily affected due toincreasing volatility and resource scarcity in the environment. Therefore,sourcing trends focus on aims to achieve success and optimization throughdigitization and increasing automated collaboration. This is done to ensureavailability and stable pricing in all, expected and unexpected, disruptivescenarios, and to move from reactive approach towards that of proactive.
Another extensively researched and partially overlapping trend is the leanphilosophy, which emphasizes a shift in focus from localized resource opti-mization to encompassing the entire process flow (Auramo et al., 2008; Modigand Åhlstr öm, 2012). An example of this approach is the implementation ofsix sigma, which aims to enhance consistency and reduce variation throughincremental process improvements (Smith, 2010). Similarly, in the realm ofprocurement and supply chain management (SCM), there is a growing num-ber of projects that integrate stakeholders into a common digital sourcingecosystem (DSE) (Smith, 2022). These initiatives offer numerous benefitssuch as centralized data management for improved security, streamlined pro-cesses to ensure timely progress, and reduced transaction efforts, time, anderrors associated with operational tasks. Furthermore, these advancementsopen up intriguing possibilities for product information, including the inte-gration of sustainability metrics driven by regulations and carbon dioxide re-duction targets, identification of new vendors, transparency across multi-tiersuppliers, enhanced risk management opportunities, and deeper relationship
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 11
building. (Krause et al., 2011).
When dealing with a large number of suppliers, the variance among end-users can pose challenges and require significant resources for a successfulmass integration implementation approach (Kauremaa et al., 2004). Accord-ing to Gadde and Snehota (2000), deeper partnerships, such as those neces-sary for integrating enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, should onlybe pursued if the long-term benefits outweigh the costs and efforts associatedwith extended involvement. However, since the benefits or the time takencannot be definitively determined before initiating the implementation, thedecision to select a specific supplier should be based on meeting predefined,established criteria and assessing the business relevance in a comprehensiveway. Suppliers often have unique processes that require non-standardizedadaptations, which may conflict with the initial notion of a universal plat-form solution (Yu et al., 2014; Aier et al., 2016; Hagiu and Wright, 2017).Platforms come with inherent limitations that cannot be customized for in-dividual suppliers, instead expecting end-users to adapt through practiceslike business process re-engineering (BPR) or resource acquisition (Liu andMagee, 2013; Bartl et al., 2016). Consequently, not all companies have thewillingness, capabilities, or resources to complete such exercises, and there-fore, only feasible and business-critical partnerships should be pursued.
In order to integrate ERP systems with the single case study focal com-pany, potential partner companies are first identified, then segmented, andlastly assessed for their readiness to initiate integration projects. The objec-tive is to establish the criteria for project initiation, address challenges re-lated, and identify success factors through a review of literature, interviews,and surveys. The study’s contribution lies in providing valuable insights oneffectively integrating existing knowledge with new information and iden-tifying the necessary input to foster confidence in engaging with strategicrelationship-building projects. Furthermore, the study provides guidelinesand best practices for supply chain collaboration (SCC) integration, offeringinsights to both customers and suppliers prior to implementation. In otherwords, this means creating an executable supplier selection process that canbe extended. While significant attention has been given to supply chain inte-gration (SCI) modules and their impact on cost savings, there is a noticeablegap in knowledge regarding the development of an optimal vendor selection,enablement, and prioritization process that can benefit stakeholders acrossvarious industries preparing for network integration projects.
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1.1 Significance
The quality of the platform services tends to improve when organizations havecontrol over the system and when new standard operating models are deeplyrooted in the values, practices, and processes of the organization (Smith,2021). With this in mind, the case company aims to implement SAP BusinessNetwork (SAP BN), a 3 party transaction hub, to streamline tasks employ-ing both supplier and internal procurement personnel. This implementationencompasses strategic and operational procurement activities, as well as solu-tions for direct spend. The goal is to become a preferred customer by offeringSC visibility, increased levels of transaction automation (TA), operational ef-ficiency, and standardization. As highlighted by Gunasekaran et al. (2008),improving e-collaboration acts as an enabler for enhancing sourcing produc-tivity and competitiveness. This type of public electronic data interchange(EDI) business-to-business integration (B2Bi), is wanted especially for thebusiness critical, laborious and repetitive transactions and therefore the sup-pliers to be integrated should be prioritized accordingly (Auramo et al., 2008;Nurmilaakso and Kauremaa, 2012).
In terms of efficiency gains, estimates suggest that automated ordering canlead to a time reduction of 30-40% per purchase order (Brown and Wil-son, 2019). Considering that the focal company handles over 500,000 directmaterial (DM) transactions annually, there is a clear motivation to mini-mize time and reduce the number of full-time equivalents (FTE) required.Moreover, the implementation of vendor-managed inventory (VMI) couldincentivize suppliers to lower prices by up to 0.6%, while more accurate fore-casts have the potential to decrease cost impact and availability risks by upto 10% (Gupta and Goyal, 2013). When it comes to order processing,estimates indicate that automated ordering can lead to a 75% reduction inprocessing time, along with an increase in accuracy by 45-60% (Ng and Lee,2017). Within warehouses, manual goods receipt (GR) posting can resultin errors and delays, leading to manual invoice approvals for approximately16,000 DM cases per year. Each approval case takes approximately half anhour and requires the involvement of multiple FTEs, including buyers, pro-duction/warehouse workers, and mill controllers for verification, correction,and approval. Additionally, the lack of real-time inventory/traceability datanecessitates time-consuming manual monthly inventory stock-taking, whichtakes about a day per production line annually. Resources are further wastedon manual archiving of delivery documents. (Internal documentation).



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 13
In terms of suppliers, the transaction costs associated with interaction aretypically covered, while the responsibility for establishing connectivity lieswith the suppliers themselves. Therefore, it is crucial to motivate suppliersto go through the integration process efficiently, as once initiated, should notbe halted until fully operational, except in rare cases where a complete failureoccurs. However, according to the integration expert at the focal company,project delays often arise due to a lack of urgency on the part of suppliers andvarying levels of cooperation, which raises the question of how to effectivelycommunicate the importance of timely engagement in future endeavors. Thefocal company utilizes hybrid governance forms with key suppliers, but thedistinction between unilateral and bilateral forms and their applicability tothe integration project are still being explored (Kauremaa and Tanskanen,2016). What are the prerequisites and criteria that make a supplier suit-able or attractive for integration initiation? And how can mutual processalignment be ensured before integration? These questions warrant furtherexamination to establish effective strategies and mechanisms.

1.2 Research Problem
The primary challenge lies in categorizing nearly 400 direct material suppli-ers, with approximately 10% targeted for integration in the coming years,and creating an actionable integration timeline based on this classification.The first step involves identifying and excluding unsuitable candidates, fol-lowed by ranking the remaining suppliers based on the potential benefitsof integration relative to the associated effort. It is also crucial to select themost relevant business, organizational, technical requirements, capabili- ties,and resources from the numerous factors influencing the success of B2Biprojects. The selected criteria can serve as quality gates during implemen-tation, aiding in integration planning and preparation (Sarkis et al., 2011).Without such predefined criteria, these phases can become protracted dueto their iterative and regressive nature. Graetz et al. (2006) emphasize thatERP integration is likely to encounter obstacles without mutual understand-ing and a well-defined escalation plan.
According to Auramo et al. (2008), the simultaneous implementation of up-ward and downward information technology (IT) integration is relativelyuncommon, and it appears that customers offering transaction platforms tosuppliers is slightly more prevalent than the reverse scenario. This justifiesthe direction taken by the case company. The supplier-partnering hierarchymodel, extensively employed by Toyota and Honda, aligns with the project
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objectives by emphasizing shared goals, supervisory levels, development ofsuppliers’ technical capabilities, and selective information sharing. Whilethe study primarily aims to understand individual supplier expectations, itpresents an opportunity for the case company: by identifying commonalities,such as shared features or capabilities within specific criteria groupings, jointimprovement initiatives can be undertaken to address areas that are mostcommonly lacking. This approach enhances the potential for successful im-plementation by ensuring that high expectations are met with correspondinglevels of support (Liker and Choi, 2004).
Having a common platform is considered a prerequisite for remaining rel-evant to future supplier demands, rather than a strategy to attain competi-tive advantage through innovation. Kone, for instance, has been providing itsmajor suppliers with direct access to an ERP message when a customer or-der is received, and some suppliers have adopted a similar approach for theirlogistics operations as well (Auramo et al., 2015). Kone is at the forefrontin this regard, as it has already established connections for both inboundand outbound deliveries. Similarly, Auramo et al. (2015) presented a casewhere a logistics company had visibility into Optiroc customer orders. Thepossibility of integrating external logistics operators on a public cloud plat-form that communicates with SAP and SAP BN would be worth exploring.This solution is seen as scalable and, ideally, would enable end-to-end (E2E)workflow connectivity between external logistics providers and customers ona unified platform in the future.

1.3 Research Questions
Integrating an ERP system with existing organizational systems presentscomplex challenges, requiring commitment, resources, and technical capa-bilities. The success of such projects hinges on multiple factors, includingsupplier support and maintenance. However, even before project initiation,potential pitfalls arise if the integration timeline is not optimized and sup-pliers selected appropriately. In light of these considerations, the researchquestion arising from the identified research problems is formulated as fol-lows:
How to devise an ideal supplier selection process and timetable for integrationprojects?
The research question can be further divided into the following sub-questions:
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Q1. What criteria (technical, procedural, and organizational competencies,assets, and levels of maturity) has to be satisfied when choosing suppliers forintegration projects?
Q2. Which best practices should be followed in timing the suppliers for aneffective implementation timeline?
Despite the extensive literature on ERP integrations, limited research hasexplored supplier selection process, criteria or best practices for integrationtimeline optimization (Das et al., 2006; Hou et al., 2022). Additionally, thereis a lack of research on ensuring ongoing supplier support and maintenance,which can greatly impact project success by avoiding delays and resourcewastage. Therefore, this study aims to fill these gaps by examining thesecritical factors in greater detail. By addressing the identified gaps, the studyaims to provide practical insights for organizations to successfully undertakeERP integration projects and assist the case company in developing an ef-fective integration strategy.
This study also works as a prediction tool on which projects will be easy toimplement and which will pose delays and may result in failure and onwhat metric. Developing the supplier selection process further is crucial foraccessing integration benefits with ease. The study provides a justified wayof choosing the best suppliers for network integration projects and is nottied to a specific industry or category of products. One of the main contribu-tions is therefore the supplier selection logic that can be distributed to otherbusiness areas (BA).

1.4 Structure
The study is organized as follows. After the introduction chapter and settingthe basis, the theoretical part, literature review, of the study pervails. First,relevant theories and concepts from previous research are walked through asto build the theoretical framework. Then the empirical context, study scopeand setting are described and needed definitions given to help the reader toformulate a cohesive picture of the area in which the work is done. Also, asto set the background for the study, the old projects in other than DM areainside the focal company are compared and their experiences recorded.
Research of the supplier base is introduced in methods section and the
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sampling for the data acquisition methodologies opened with the limita-tions pointed out. The results are analysed with respect to the theoreti- calframework built previously and the solution is portrayed when reporting theresults. Then, further evalution of the chosen method is done. Lastly, theresults are discussed together with implications for the field to providedirections for future research.



Chapter 2
Theoretical Framework
When examining supplier selection of any sort, it is important to note thatthe most prevalent perspective is typically focused on sourcing. Normally,sourcing involves the identification, evaluation, and selection of suppliersbased on criteria such as cost, quality, reliability, and delivery capabilities.This perspective emphasizes finding suppliers that can provide the requiredgoods or services at the most competitive terms. However, it is worth men-tioning that supplier selection can also extend beyond this traditional set-ting, particularly in the context of strategic projects or network integrationinitiatives. In these cases, additional factors such as compatibility with exist-ing systems, technological capabilities, collaborative potential, and long-termstrategic alignment may take over. The goal is not only to find suppliers thatmeet the conservative sourcing criteria but also to identify partners who cancontribute to the organization’s strategic objectives and actively participatein its initiatives.
While sourcing remains the primary focus in supplier selection, it is crucial torecognize the importance of considering broader factors when embarking onstrategic projects or network integration endeavors. This broader perspectiveensures that suppliers are not only capable of meeting immediate sourcingneeds but also possess the qualities necessary for long-term collaborationand mutual success. However, selecting suppliers for sourcing purposes andstrategic projects may share some common steps, but they have distinct dif-ferences. Consequently, the theoretical framework presented in this chaptershould incorporate relevant supplier selection theories to address the researchquestion outlined in chapter one and to allow the development of an optimalsupplier selection process for network integration projects later on.
By integrating key theories and identifying the prospect suppliers, it is pos-
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 18
sible to segment them by employing a benefit-to-effort matrix, allowing toassess and compare the readiness to benefits in a comprehensive and suitablemanner. First, a literature review is conducted to elaborate on the variablesrelevant to B2Bi. Subsequently, the crucial criteria linking to the researchquestions, and the criteria seen worthwhile by the case company, are carefullyselected to establish a list of grouped variables to be questioned in methodssection. The criteria-setting provides valuable insights into the necessary in-put required from the suppliers. The theoretical model is then constructedlaying foundations on other identified supplier selection concepts and theoriesand justified further by comparing it to other potential concepts.

2.1 Integration Project Variables
To put it simply, there are numerous variables affecting integration projectsspanning from themes of business objectives, scope, organizational readi-ness and changeability, resources, stakeholders, data migration and integrity,other systems affected, experience, customization and flexibility, scalability,training and support, security, return on investment (ROI) to project man-agement and risk assessment. To make matters worse, these all have someinfluence on the supplier selection for integration projects but the significanceof each criteria is not equal. Therefore, the aim is to find the criteria thatresonates the most and compare the suppliers against it. Before however, itis important to acknowledge different variables that could have been used forthe analysis.
Diverse procurement strategies adopted by different suppliers can have a neg-ative impact on network integration scalability. Additionally, factors such asthe need for risk management activities and the high complexity or noveltyof suppliers can further contribute to these challenges (Choi and Lee, 2011).However, some of these challenges can be partially mitigated by integratingsuppliers within specific timelines and prioritization groups. It is assumedthat suppliers with capable IT departments, well-managed resources, andsimple organizational structures are more likely to encounter fewer difficultiescompared to their peers (Buonanno et al., 2005). When selecting suppliers, itis advisable to begin with simpler cases to gain knowledge and experience be-fore gradually moving towards more complex ones (Sarkis and Talluri, 2002).An attractive supplier is one that possesses relevant experience, plays a crit-ical role in the success of the business, has sufficient available resources, anddemonstrates a willingness to collaborate (Yusuf et al., 2004).
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According to Auramo et al. (2008), prioritizing supplier volume and longevitylacks adequacy. Additionally, it is essential to consider suppliers who are al-ready utilizing other lean IT solutions. This highlights the necessity foradditional research on SC planning and collaboration, specifically throughmechanisms like VMI, to assess supplier capabilities in integrating their ERPsystems into a network. However, the sharing of forecast and demand infor-mation raises concerns regarding the sense of fulfillment and resistance tochange, along with the potential reduction in opportunities for process im-provement (Tatikonda et al., 2005). Hence, having a VMI solution in placehas both advantages and disadvantages when initiating B2Bi.
To foster the formation of cross-organizational capabilities, providing ad-ditional incentives such as e-collaboration discounts can be beneficial (Nur-milaakso and Kauremaa, 2012). These incentives serve to motivate organiza-tions to embrace collaboration and overcome potential obstacles during theintegration process. According to research by Terpend and Krause (2015),contract renewals, additional business opportunities, and increased purchasevolumes can serve as motivating factors for suppliers to participate. How-ever, considering the dynamic nature of the solution, it is more likely thatcooperative incentives like joint training, support provision, and sharing ofcost savings would prove to be more effective in promoting supplier cooper-ation (Vokurka and Goldsby, 2005).
According to Gadde and Snehota (2000), when determining the order of inte-gration, it is important to consider the nature of the business, coordination ofactivities, and people involved. While prioritizing dominant suppliers basedon spend and products, it is also crucial to take into account the character-istics of the relationship and the existence of previous and ongoing commonprojects and more specifically those that have IT involvement. The successof integration depends on constant monitoring, atmosphere setting, and mu-tual adaptions of resources. Process and system readiness, organizationalcompliance, and overall willingness are identified as the biggest threats tosuccess. Auramo et al. (2008) propose that supplier provided order trackingand use of outside logistics delivery coordination drives the use of IT alsowith the customer.
The similarities between companies to be integrated play a crucial role indeveloping an effective implementation plan (Choi and Lee, 2011). There-fore, when selecting suppliers, it is important to compare their abilities tomeet the identified criteria. Suppliers with similar scores can be integratedinto the same prioritization group, streamlining the integration process. In
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the context of supply market intelligence (SMI) acquisition, Lorentz et al.(2020) propose a model that identifies grouped uncertainties as drivers forinformation processing needs in supply markets. This model can be extendedto the setting of SCI, where synthesized drivers for uncertainty in SMI ac-quisition can be identified, helping to decrease information processing needs.This way organizations can gain valuable insights into managing uncertain-ties, enhancing their ability to acquire and process supply market intelligenceeffectively, enabling improved integration outcomes.
One set of negative drivers in the case company includes the complexity ofthe environment, such as the number of components, product complexity,customization needs, a large pool of suppliers, and the rate of technologicalchange (Lorentz et al., 2020). There are several negative drivers that canhinder SCI, including the need for sequential processing, asset specificity,task interdependence, and the lack of interdepartmental understanding. Onthe other hand, positive drivers for integration include task maturity and agood level of mutual trust. In the context of sustainable supply chains, task-related positive drivers are presumed to occur automatically, be predictable,and have few dimensions, and thus be not too complex in nature. However,factors such as task scale, location distance, and the number of tiers in thesupply chain are viewed as inhibitors. The suppliers’ economic contributionand overall fit of sourcing strategies, translated as importance, are to be em-phasized (Gadde and Snehota, 2000).
Barriers to integration may also arise due to the lack of prior e-businessexpertise, inadequate top-management support, and high costs associatedwith implementation, operation, and maintenance, as well as the already-mentioned complexity of the organizational structure. The timeliness ofdeliveries and their frequency is one aspect as in high requirement cases,the applicability of integration is higher (Nurmilaakso and Kauremaa, 2012).Still to be studied are the effects of many mills being supplied to, having a3 party IT provider, and the wanted direction of the relationship. Au-ramo et al. (2015) propose that the change must be tied to serious businessprocess re-engineering efforts; in conservative settings, an outside wish todevelop might go unheard. Nurmilaakso and Kauremaa (2012) state thatalso the criticality of the products should drive integration as they can bestated to be business-critical and hence relate back to timeliness. The costsof integration might overtake the expected savings in transaction costs andsupply handling in very difficult cases (Nurmilaakso and Kauremaa, 2012;Gadde and Snehota, 2000).
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One factor for prioritization based on Terpend and Krause (2015) wouldbe to favor those that already have some expertise in SAP SCC integrationmodule. Other factors found from literature are capability to align the orga-nization and stakeholders to support the new culture, structure and processes(Somers and Nelson, 2001). Also data quality and complexity in systems dueto customization proves to increase risks of delays and errors (Gunasekaranand Ngai, 2005). Increasingly so, if the supplier ERP system has been config-ured for special cases or the processes concerning order document exchangehave been set up differently. Change management is critical to facilitate thedisruption in operations caused by projects and to ensure sufficient in-housetraining and support (Hong and Kim, 2002; Shehab et al., 2004). To sum-marize, table 2.1 gives the fore-mentioned factors per supplier, grouped intosuitable entities.
Table 2.1: The most important integration variables per supplier grouped

Human-centric variables Technical variablesAssigned personsEscalation pathwayOrganizational complexityPositive expectationsPriority alignmentResource availability and efficiency3 parties and communication

Automatic process triggeringBPR; digitization, data matchingIntegration feasibility with ERPIT services offeredMills supplied and tiers occupiedPrior experienceSystem architecture
It can be stated, that the above-mentioned variables like relationship, natureof business, willingness, alignment, tiers, coordination of activities and riskmanagement needed can be accessed through the chosen human-centric vari-ables. Whereas, technical variables including order tracking, outside logisticsdelivery coordination, experience, data quality and processes’ ERP formatand document sharing. All of these variables are linked to the conditions ofprocurement strategies meaning spend and economic contribution and fre-quency of transactions as well as complexity and novelty of the suppliers.
The variables that will be omitted from further analysis based on the lackin their descriptiveness or identified challenges in measurability are organi-zational structure/compliance, longevity, VMI considerations, personalizede-collaboration benefits, monitoring methods, and criticality of products.These may prove as important criteria when discussing B2Bi but havingreliable and comparable data on these given by suppliers, inside analytics oroutside databases, proves to be too hard of a task. As Kar and Pani (2014)
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gather in the figure 2.1, the variables are plenty and have different emphasiswhen discussing B2Bi.

Figure 2.1: Supplier evaluation criteria emphasis, modified from (Kar andPani, 2014)

2.2 Supplier Selection Concepts
There are various existing frameworks used in supplier evaluation and selec-tion processes and in order to find the most optimal for the focal company,these have to be reviewed. Table 2.2 showcases the concepts to be coveredin this section.
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Table 2.2: The most important concepts of supplier selection

Source ApproachDe Boer et al. (1998) Supplier selection frameworkBhattacharya and Sharma (2018) Supplier selection criteriaRabbani (2017) Supplier selection methodsPizzolato and Del Baldo (2018) Supplier selection challengesErtek and Bozkaya (2011) Supplier selection evaluationJia and Ng (2016) Supplier selection applicationsBarratt (2004) Selection criteria and method evolutionMonczka et al. (2011) Supplier audit and selection
De Boer et al. (1998) introduce a framework to aid in selection of suppliers tocover various situations. It utilizes the work of Kraljic (1983) by identifyingbusiness importance as one main consideration (non-critical/routine, lever-age, strategic and bottleneck) related to the specific purchasing steps. Thekey takeaway from the work is the indication that analysing the purchasingportfolio against scope, importance, and criteria allows guiding the strategyand actions correctly against the ranking. Figure 2.2 shows the supplier se-lection framework by De Boer et al. (1998).

Figure 2.2: Supplier selection framework (De Boer et al., 1998)
Bhattacharya and Sharma (2018) explored different dimensions by using ex-isting research to identify factors and criteria that organizations considerwhen selecting suppliers, some of which where repetitive to the previous sec-
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tion described Integration Project Variables. In other words, limitingthe criteria to cost, quality, delivery performance, reliability, flexibility, tech-nological capabilities, financial stability, social and environmental responsi-bility, and relationship management is an erroneous approach to be takenhere (Pizzolato and Del Baldo, 2018; Barratt, 2004). The articles give in-sights on how to approach the selection of most important criteria per usecase as not all can or should be taken into account.
Rabbani (2017); Ertek and Bozkaya (2011); Jia and Ng (2016) comparedifferent most often used supplier selection methods such as analytical hi-erarchy process (AHP) multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques,fuzzy logic, mathematical programming models, data envelopment analysis(DEA), genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, case-based reasoning and expert opin-ion. This assists in selecting the suitable approach for the evaluation as topay respect to the context constraints, preferences of the focal company andoutside requirements by synthesizing what is already known to the obtainingof new information. Also Hao et al. (2015) introduce a supplier evaluationand selection model (SESM) that combines the AHP with the integratedfuzzy technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution. AHPcould well be utilized to determine the weights of evaluation criteria, whilethe fuzzy method could be employed to rank the suppliers.
Barratt (2004) discusses the growing role of technology and data analyt-ics, and the need for closer collaboration and integration with suppliers butalso states that using analytical approaches, like AHP, is not always the keyto the happiness. Therefore, the key takeaway is to somewhat follow the leanphilosophy (see figure 2.3) in the supplier selection approach; by first iden-tifying all available suppliers, then shortlisting them based on qualificationsand finally evaluating and selecting the best ones.
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Figure 2.3: Supplier selection with lean philosophy, modified from (Kshir-sagar et al., 2014)
Monczka et al. (2011) supplement the lean philosophy seen in figure 2.3 withcontinuous improvement of identifying requirements, evaluating the needs,identifying suppliers, ensuring that payment occurs in time and measuringsupplier performance. This is described in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Supplier selection method, modified from (Monczka et al., 2011)

2.3 Building the Theoretical Model
As introduced in Supplier Selection Concepts the possibilities for select-ing the criteria for the supplier selection process are numerous and at leastpartially configurable for the context of B2Bi. The most optimal approachwould seem to be to follow Monczka et al. (2011) supplemented lean phi-losophy by first finding the criteria and then collecting data of it through a
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survey. This would then allow weighing the criteria and making a scoringsystem to evaluate suppliers as to make the final selection decisions. To-gether with identifying the criteria, the supplier need and strategy must berecognized and compared to the criteria scoring like in De Boer et al. (1998)selection framework. To follow this logic, a benefit-to-effort framework isconstructed from the impact-to-effort matrix legacy (Al-Subaie et al., 2021;Helmke, 2022) to help prioritize supplier projects correctly.
Therefore, I focus on explaining how the theoretical model is built fromthe approach of first finding the crucial criteria using resource-based view(RBV) and what is needed for its realization in the methods section. RBVserves to introduce the rationale behind the interest in supplier resourcesand capabilities, while also enabling the effective categorization of suppliers(Saaty, 1987). The suppliers are then tested on how well they fulfill the setcriteria against their financial and transactional position. In order to de-vise an ideal selection process and timetable, the suppliers must be scoredand ranked and the timeline constructed based on the scoring, supplementedwith satisfying additional considerations. Cox (1999) suggests a segmenta-tion strategy to prioritize strategic partners based on importance and risk tominimize disruptions caused by suppliers in implementation.
2.3.1 Resource-based View
Older research by Wernerfelt (1984) discusses the positioning of RBV theoryin strategic management, focusing on how a company’s unique resources andcapabilities contribute to competitive advantage and performance (Werner-felt, 1984). This study modifies RBV by identifying key criteria for competi-tive advantages and comparing supplier positioning accordingly, consideringresource heterogeneity and immobility as important factors for synergies.According to Wade and Hulland (2004), there is a connection between In-formation Systems (IS) and RBV. They highlight the evaluation of IT in-frastructure and knowledge management systems using an extended RBVframework, emphasizing IT-based strategic assets and agility in the contextof B2Bi (Wade and Hulland, 2004). Bharadwaj (2000) investigate the con-tribution of unique and valuable IT resources and capabilities to firm per-formance, linking IT capability to performance dimensions through key ITresources (Bharadwaj, 2000).
The findings of Yu et al. (2018) show that a data-driven SC positively affectscoordination and responsiveness, enabling improved procurement outcomes,cost reduction, and enhanced supplier relationships. Similarly, Ordanini and
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Rubera (2008) emphasize the role of capabilities and internet resources inB2B procurement, suggesting that firms with strategic capabilities and theutilization of e-procurement systems achieve superior procurement perfor-mance (Ordanini and Rubera, 2008). Ruivo et al. (2015) utilize RBV toexplore the values of ERP options, evaluating productivity, management,and customer-related factor groupings. Newbert (2008) highlight the versa-tility of RBV in investigating concepts beyond competitive advantage, whileLaosirihongthong et al. (2014) emphasize the importance of resource avail-ability and diversity for success (Newbert, 2008; Laosirihongthong et al.,2014).
Regarding resource-based enabling factors, Somsuk and Laosirihongthong(2014) identify and prioritize human, technological, financial, and organiza-tional resources using fuzzy AHP. Barney (2001, 1991) stress the developmentand leverage of firm-specific resources and capabilities, offering insights forunderstanding supplier dynamics and strategic decision-making. Yuen et al.(2019) explore critical success factors for achieving SCI, including informa-tion sharing, collaboration, technological capabilities, organizational culture,and human resources.
The interplay of technological competencies and human resources, as high-lighted by Tyler (2001), demonstrates the importance of understanding howcompetencies reinforce each other in integration efforts. Similarly to Sony(2019), this study aims to revise supplier resources and capabilities for imple-menting B2Bi as opposed to the introduced lean six sigma (LSS), assistingorganizations in achieving benefits with minimal effort. Overall, aligning ob-jectives and strategies with an organization’s unique resources and capabili-ties, as emphasized by RBV theory, enhances the effectiveness of initiatives(Wernerfelt, 1984).
2.3.2 Criteria
The value and effort involved in on-boarding suppliers to a network are in-fluenced by multiple factors as discussed. Different enablement requirementsrequire varying levels of commitment, leading to significant differences in at-tractiveness of suppliers. To efficiently achieve business targets, it is crucialto thoroughly assess the supplier base and establish appropriate priorities inthe implementation plan called the integration flight plan. Having a well-defined, to be integrated, supplier base, is seen advantageous.
To have a clear focus from all possible variables for the rest of the study,
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some previously listed had to be omitted completely whilst some assumedmore important than others. All variables can not and should not be an-alyzed any further. Based on the literature, the data acquisition is onlypartially guided by the research questions formed before.
Therefore, in addition, a theoretical model should be built to guide the anal-ysis and the data acquisition methods. The figure 2.5 amplifies the maindrivers for supplier selection decision outside the scope of individual suppliercapabilities. The negative, orange balloons have already been somewhat gonethrough, but the opportunities and guiding principles, green, will be focusedon more later.

Figure 2.5: Drivers of Supplier Selection
If an organization can align its competitive advantages concerning IT capa-bilities by leveraging IT knowledge as a RBV asset, it will be better equippedto address multiple customer requests through the efficient implementationof IT integrations, yielding faster results (Kearns and Lederer, 2003). Eventhough one can not scale a project learning across all integration projectswith certain success rates, they can develop assets that are valuable, rare,inimitable and organizationally supported (VRIO) (Chatzoglou et al., 2018).Further, by doing so they increase customer switching-costs, combat com-petitors, and raise market entry barriers. Kearns and Lederer (2003) con-clude that alignment that can be seen as communication and decision-making
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between IT and business is important to get the expected returns on IT in-vestments.
Therefore the criteria assumed to work as positive drivers of the integra-tion for the first sub-question covering both human-centrism and technicalvariables, are as follows;
1.a. Having an assigned business person on supplier side1.b. Having an escalation pathway towards ERP/Middleware resources1.c. Ability to digitize processes1.d. Proper communication and reactivity of stakeholders1.e. Having experience in IT development projects, B2Bi, or SAP BN1.f. Having available business, IT and middleware resources1.g. Technical ability to integrate documents
Inhibitors in timing suppliers for integration initiation, answering for thesecond sub-question are as follows;
2.a. More interfaces and outsourced resources cause delays2.b. System developments or ERP changes cause delays2.c. Integration initiation time preference far in future
A conceptual model is given in figure 2.6 to highlight the relationship ofthe chosen criteria to the research questions.

Figure 2.6: Conceptual model
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2.3.3 Building the Benefit-to-Effort Matrix
The concept of a benefits-to-effort matrix for supplier comparison and se-lection helps in visualizing and prioritizing suppliers that are similar andattractive. The axles are chosen because of their descriptiveness: benefit re-lates to the transaction volume a certain supplier has as well as their financialpositioning. This translates to the impact and urgency of the business (herecalled benefit) to the focal company.
Effort on the other hand, describes how much work would have to be put inin order to get the expected savings. Both of these considerations alone areof vain; as integrating a company simply because it is easy to do so, mayprove lacking in benefits in the long run and vice versa starting to integratethe most business critical companies without considering their readiness, de-lays the project break-even of cost to the benefits further in to the future.Therefore, it is important to compare the suppliers head-to-head to find thebest ones to be integrated.
The criteria above is used to describe the easiness to integrate a certainsupplier. The benefits will be analyzed through transaction volume as wellas spend. The methods therefore have to assess both of these considerationsto be able to build the matrix and pinpoint suppliers to it. Making a decisionto integrate solely on the knowledge of individual supplier capabilities doesnot give indications on what metrics are acceptable to be missing and whichcriteria should be at least in place.
The matrix involves plotting suppliers, options for B2Bi projects, on a two-dimensional grid, with the benefit or value provided by the supplier on oneaxis and the effort required to engage with the supplier on the other axis. Theeffort includes the factors described above. By using the matrix, decision-makers can easily and visually compare and prioritize suppliers based ontheir relative value and the associated efforts required. Suppliers with highbenefit-to-effort ratios are typically considered more favorable options, asthey offer greater benefits relative to the effort needed to engage with them.This matrix helps organizations identify suppliers that offer significant valuewhile minimizing resource allocation and implementation challenges.
2.3.4 Other Relevant Theories Justified
The study will build on the frameworks described above mainly. However,there are several more to be used on the side not yet mentioned. Accord-
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ing to Mettler and Rohner (2009), supply relationship management (SRM)can be reviewed from management-oriented view or from technology-focusedview. This research focuses on technical capabilities needed for implementingsuppliers, so the conceptual foundation will be mainly set on the latter. Thismeans focus on the needs for BPR to support process development alongwith capability maturity model integration (CMMI) instead of theories ofrelationships (Lee et al., 2017; Ahn et al., 2015; Esteves and Pastor, 2001).
However, in addition to technical considerations also resources and relationaland managerial practices are of importance as can be agreed based on thegenerated theoretical model and the criteria selected. The views are partiallyoverlapping, meaning that none can be completely omitted, but the selectionto focus on these considerations seems reasonable as the objectives are inimproving selection process quality and timeliness of projects by leveragingsupplier capabilities, instead of encouraging innovation (Mettler and Rohner,2009). This gets also highlighted when explaining the selected data acquisi-tion.
To rephrase, SCI in general, considers relational and operational levels. Onekey objective of SCM is supporting inter-organizational cooperation, and theother is creating operational linkages (Kauremaa et al., 2010). However, it isassumed that the most demanding part of these projects is in change man-
agement instead of challenges occurring from technicalities (SAP, 2021b; Leeand Kwon, 2019). Kauremaa and Tanskanen (2016) discuss a frameworkfor designing an interorganizational information system (IOIS) and its pre-requisites, giving insights on what characteristics to seek in suppliers whenwanting to integrate efficiently. This also leads to partitioning the existingsupplier pool based on their score to blocks that will be explained along whenthe matrix is constructed.
One obvious choice, transaction cost economics (TCE) is dismissed due tothe confidentiality clauses of the case companies, as well as suppliers, andalso because of the nature of integration projects (Teece, 1986). A definedbill of materials in the form of costs and benefits per process can not be donewithout significant error margins. Davenport (2000) agree that there is noidea in calculating various costs based on transaction cost economics to bal-ance with realized/unrealized benefits, because of the ambiguity across cases,but proposes analyzing systematically where the most important drivers andbarriers origin from and what actions exist to address them properly. How-ever, this model is applied on a high level, when choosing the suppliers bylooking at the expected business priorities (strategic sourcing partners). The
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focal company might benefit from comparing the costs of realized projects,once data is available.
Another option, SRM focuses vastly on the relationship side which is rel-evant for the study but not the sole purpose of it (Stentoft, 2013). SRMframework is therefore utilized to some extent, by finding suppliers that arewilling and able to collaborate. BPR is used to find the needs to redesignbusiness processes to support the change and for finding the escalation path-ways (Hammer and Champy, 1993). When selecting suppliers, one mustensure to have a project specific escalation pathway in case an integrationstarts to drag. In the context of TA, BPR suggests to choose suppliers thatare able to refine their processes to support the automation.
Also, CMMI could have been chosen as the main framework for choosingsuppliers for integration. But, as Gupta et al. (2015) describes, it primarilysuggests choosing those that have demonstrated their ability to consistentlydeliver and have achieved a high level of capability maturity in their pro-cesses. These considerations are practically impossible to measure on thespan of the study and are also too high level. The described other frame-works are taken into consideration in practice when approaching the suppli-ers to ask relevant questions from them so the question formulation uses theconsiderations above. The theories also well complement the model created,revolving around RBV, matrix creation and lean.



Chapter 3
Empirical Context
In the following chapter, I will describe more in detail the setting of the studyand after, how the data acquisition is conducted. One objective of this re-search, not yet described, is to investigate the reasons behind the significantvariation in integration timelines, ranging from a few months to several years.Primarily, the study aims to identify the essential resources and knowledgenecessary for successful integration and based on this to choose the suppli-ers. Further, the purpose is to introduce a logic or means to choose suppliersgoing forward. To achieve these objectives, the benefits and challenges ofthe network will be analyzed from an operational and efficiency perspective,excluding commercial and financial factors. The focus will be on examiningthe viewpoints of suppliers.
This chapter provides the reader the empirical context and scope of the study,necessary to understand to proceed to the methods. TA and the SAP BNintegration are opened to find the expected benefits and challenges of goingthrough the integration projects and to explain why they are seen needed inthis specific setting. The need for innovation in technology solutions for self-billing is evident from the findings of Auramo et al. (2015), which reportedthat the focal case company, was the only company in the comparable areawithout any such solutions.

3.1 Scope
UPM’s paper businesses, Communication and Specialty Papers, operate across15 mills and aim to combat decreasing margins by enhancing competitiveness,attractiveness, and productivity in processes that account for the majorityof expenditures. The implementation scope is global, encompassing Finland,

33
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UK, central Europe and China. Specifically, the Source-to-Pay operations(StP) and its sub-process, Procure-to-Receipt (PtR), exhibit a lower level ofdigitization compared to competitors. PtR involves tasks such as demandand requirements planning, purchase order processing, and inbound inven-tory management, which are currently managed by material requirementplanning (MRP) planners, operative buyers, and clerks. StP also experiencesthe impact of these deficiencies in TA across other areas, including categorymanagement in strategy, supplier management in Source-to-Contract (StC),invoice processing in Invoice-to-Pay (ItP), as well as in master data manage-ment (MDM) and Analytics (refer to figure 3.1 for the affected processes andfor the level of impact).

Figure 3.1: Source-to-Pay Operations structure and sub-processes affected
PtR consists of the following table 3.1 lower levels affected by integration.The documents to be integrated flow through these processes.

Table 3.1: Procure-to-Receipt Sub-processes affected by B2Bi
Demand & Require-ments Planning Purchase OrderProcessing Inbound InventoryManagementCreate Demand andForecast Plan* Manage Buying Chan-nels** Receive Materials andServicesCreate Supply Planand Define Supply So-lution

Process Purchase Or-ders* Manage and OptimizeInventory*
Plan Material Require-ments and Scheduling Monitor Purchase Or-der Pipeline* Determine DiscrepantMaterial DispositionManage Inbound Sup-ply Process Claims* Manage InboundWarehousingGenerate and ApproveRequisitions* * Some effect ** Significant effect

Due to the scale of the business entities under consideration, the flow be-tween sourcing, procurement, and production exhibits gaps that necessitate
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an unified ecosystem for consolidating all process functionalities and docu-ments. Moreover, when reviewed over businesses, the function responsiblefor the project considers global functions. The DSE project is geared towardsachieving SCC by adopting a comprehensive approach involving either thor-oughly integrating suppliers’ ERP systems into the SAP BN or streamliningthe collection of suppliers’ order-related information in a standardized for-mat through SAP BN, as opposed to relying on emails, supplier portals, orrobotic process automation (RPA).
The long-term objective of the project is to encompass billions in spendand nearly 400 suppliers on the direct material side, 50 of whom are alreadyinvolved in VMI. The project will leverage existing capabilities and learn-ings from the indirect materials side, where the solution is already operative.The DM side includes supplier categories such as pulp, pigments/chemicals,packaging materials, and production consumables of which about a 40 uniquesuppliers are to be integrated. The aim is to implement a global template inareas of purchase order (PO) processing, order confirmation (OC), schedulingagreement (SA), vendor consignment, multi-tier collaboration, and label gen-eration for advanced shipping notices (ASN) . In practical terms, this meansthat the business network will facilitate the sharing of not only PO, OC, SA,ASN, and GR documents, but also SMI, demand, inventory, consumption,and self-billing data from UPM, along with replenishment notifications fromsuppliers. For the business process coverage, see figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: SAP BN SCC business processes, modified from (SAP, 2021a)
See Appendix A for the detailed definitions.
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Pulp and Biochemical business areas will be done partially in parallel toPaper but for now, the scope is only on DM side of paper businesses. Theproject has moved from study, design and plan phases to realization. Inte-grations are done in priority waves and the goal is that 100% of DM suppliersare selected to use either portal or B2Bi by the end of 2023. The plan is tothen implement the SCC module solution to all remaining BAs. DifferentERPs will be integrated to SCC after the ongoing pilot project which entailsten portal pilot suppliers and two integrated suppliers. A 100% of deliveriesin 2023 will use ASN and have POs with automated OC over SAP BN. Allthe new suppliers will be using SAP BN. Figure 3.4 gives the transactingoptions.

Figure 3.3: Transacting options for suppliers, modified from (Alstom, 2022)
Every project is designed based on considerations on processes including com-plexity of business processes in scope, locations, plants to be included, andbusinesses embedded. Also end-users as well as the scope extension possi-bilities are considered along with the long-term strategy, goals and targeteddates for enablement. The supplier selection logic is crucial to be in placenot only for the selection of suppliers for B2Bi but also for the purposes ofscaling the project to other BAs.

3.2 Change Management
Supplier management and relationship building are important componentsfor effective B2Bi. Supplier management involves first identifying and se-lecting suppliers, and later establishing and maintaining relationships withthem. On the SAP BN platform, companies can use various tools to managetheir suppliers, including performance monitoring, supplier scorecards, and
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risk management. Supplier onboarding, including registration, qualificationand certification stages, has to be designed carefully. To mitigate all risks, itis essential to have a clear project plan, engage all relevant stakeholders earlyon, establish open communication channels, and regularly assess and addresschanges. It is also crucial to have a skilled and experienced project team thatcan navigate. Even with these best practices in mind, resistance to change onsupplier side might happen, be it in the automation of manual processes andcommunication, stricter lookout on quality metrics and compliance, or nego-tiations switching to the centralized platform. (Nazaruk and Arlbjørn, 2021).
Moreover, it seems that most companies have an outside operators and mid-dleware providers that must be kept in loop through the supplier as theyare the ones carrying out the technical parts of the B2Bi. To achieve com-mitment and common understanding of roadblocks, all relevant stakeholderswill likely have to come together to agree on a dedicated pool of resources,expertise and plans, particularly the escalation plan (Johnston and Snehota,2017). Also, a project organization must be clear and its hierarchies acknowl-edged to be able to contact various people. SAP has defined certain rolesdedicated to the seller integration process.
The seller integration functional lead (SIFL) is the main point of contactfor project coordination, driving timeline and needed calls and aids in thecreation of the seller integration guideline document. A testing contact re-views test plans, generates test documents and validates test transactions.ERP/Integration technical resource will assist in troubleshooting documentfailure on UPM side and perform data mapping. Key user/planner definesday-to-day activities and confirms with supplier the scope, MDM and pro-cedures. Regular weekly status calls are done to check the status and reviserisks and blocking points. The performance metric expectation, meaning cri-teria communication, could motivate suppliers to answer to the challenge andcheck whether they posses what is needed for B2Bi (Handfield and Nichols,2009).
Gefen and Carmel (2005) state that the solution itself streamlines the sup-plier management; e-procurement reduces manual processes, giving time formore strategic collaboration and activities for improving the relationship be-ing a self-reinforcing positive feedback loop. One point of the whole exerciseseems to be also to encourage joint planning. The standardized ways of work-ing allow comparability and point out areas of improvement by automaticfeedback, incentivising to take action on those and to develop processes ac-cordingly (Narasimhan and Das, 1999; Gadde and H åkansson, 2009). One
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aim is to make the collaboration and communication so easy that suppliersprefer working with the focal company over others and to ensure the cooper-ation also in the future. Optimizing supplier management processes can alsobe done through ensuring compliance; Ketchen Jr and Hult (2011) argue thatrisk mitigation and quality control across SC can be done my monitoring thesafety, quality and environmental standards.
Category management commitment is needed to find customer success factorperson from supplier side. This in turn allows finding the gaps in the process,operation principles and clear responsibility sharing. One of the big high-level risks recognized is the unwillingness to adopt e-collaboration on supplierside. Therefore careful flight planning and change management practices areimportant. Also the availability of resources is a consideration that has tobe actively screened to inhibit scarcity from realizing. When talking aboutescalation plan, it is seen as the last resort to resolve the conflicts hinderingthe progress in supplier side. Usually it means escalating the problem to ahigher level of management (Wang and Zhang, 2017).
In their research, Kauremaa and Tanskanen (2016) make a compelling casefor distinguishing between information sharing and transaction execution inmanagement. This study primarily focuses on the latter aspect, exploringtopics such as supplier and change management, organizational support, top-management guidance, and technical aspects of network integration. Con-sidering that the scope and purpose of SAP BN integration involve a mixof unilateral and bilateral relationships and transaction execution, severalfactors influence these elements, including the organizational and companystructure, integration customization requirements, concurrent platform us-age, supplied mills, the existence of data integration layer(s), and the numberof entities supplying through the ERP system.
Building upon the work of Kauremaa and Tanskanen (2016), a bilateralsystem-to-system technical framework with horizontal standards is utilized.While suppliers have the option to opt for a system-to-human, portal-basedapproach, this study concentrates on B2Bi, which is considered a more chal-lenging business case. By the end of 2023, every supplier is expected tochoose between a portal or B2Bi solution, making this study both timelyand significant for the focal company.
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3.3 Transaction Automation
”A transaction is a transformation from one state to another.” (Wang and Yang,2008). In business context it means an agreement to change an asset or a good,for a corresponding payment, whereas transaction automation is the use oftechnology to automate manual and repetitive processes that relate to anypart or document of this exchange. In the new TA solution, suppliers will sendASNs via network with production batch data taken from the created POsand OCs. This in turn automates the GR posting based on the data andensures correct real-time process. For supplier, this would mean getting paidon time, as three way matching (3WM) that considers order, GR, andinvoice would get automatically processed instead of having to go throughadditional manual inspection round. Optionally, integrated VMI data wouldenable suppliers to automate their planning processes and to reduce costswhen automating the sales process. Currently VMI is handled through E2ESC portal with constant demand and inventory data available. The overviewof the SAP BN SCC module automated transactions are in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Inbound delivery process with automated transactions
As discussed, UPM has chosen SAP BN to realize the TA strategy. SAP BNcombines rules-based and machine learning to streamline processes; the TAlogic works by automatically triggering actions based on predefined rules. Itis supplied with other web services and applications but these are not relevantfor the scope of the study so they will be omitted. This solution however,is certainly not the only way to increase TA in business. I will next brieflyintroduce some other options for network integration for achieving increasedlevels of TA.
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3.3.1 Different Types of Network Integrations
Robotic process automation is increasingly used as it involves using softwarebots to automate tasks, such as data entry and processing and can be usedfor updating prices, processing invoices, PO generation or contract manage-ment (KPMG, 2018; Research, 2020). RPA proves handy in smaller scaletransformations as it can work as an add-on rather than introducing a needfor a complete process re-engineering. It is usually easy to incorporate andless costly than more comprehensive solutions.
Chen et al. (2019) explain how application programming interfaces (API)allow systems to talk to each other in order to exchange data integratingorganization’s different systems already in use. Therefore, nevertheless theTA type chosen, API is most likely utilized in combination with all of thesolutions. Whereas Thakur and Thakur (2019) argue artificial intelligence(AI) to simulate intelligence in processes by learning from data and sensingpatterns to make decisions on set limits. Machine learning (ML) is a subsetof AI focusing on training algorithms for predictive decisions based on thedata it is supplied with (Turban et al., 2019). It takes time to train the mod-els to make them actually useful but these are proven to improve accuracyover time (Lipton, 2018).
Blockchain technology is a decentralized, distributed ledger technology thatrecords transactions securely and transparently (Swan, 2015). Blockchaintechnology can be used to automate smart contracts, which are self-executingcontracts that automatically trigger when certain conditions are met (Tap-scott and Tapscott, 2016). Therefore in this context, blockchain technologyas well as shortly introduced EDI are the closest to the selected solution ofSAP BN as these do not replace decision-making but record transactionswith improved functionalities.
EDI is a standard format for document exchange which makes it anotheroption for suppliers willing for B2Bi. However, the cons are that it is com-plex and expensive to implement, requires specialized software and hardware,and has limited scalability possibilities. SAP BN does support EDI primarilyand its standard like EDIFACT and ANSI X12 but prefers the native lan-guage commerce extensible markup language (cXML). (Chen et al., 2018).Electronic funds transfer (EFT) or electronic payment systems (EPS) workas electronic invoicing and payments options that transfer funds to automatepayment processes (Kumar and Kumar, 2019).
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SCM systems and customer relationship management (CRM) systems au-tomate the flow of goods and mostly services from the point of origin tothe consumption (Lambert et al., 2008). They can track inventory levels,manage orders and shipments, and provide real-time visibility into the SC(Bidgoli, 2010). CRM systems on the other hand automate the managementof customer interactions, including sales, marketing, and customer service(Buttle and Maklan, 2015).
Automated order fulfillment relates to all services that automate either Richardsand Waters (2014) warehouse operations, Relph and Milner (2017) inventorymanagement, order management or labeling and packaging. In addition tosoftware, these often involve using robots, conveyors, and other types of au-tomation to handle the picking, packing, and shipping of orders. Accordingto Kilgore (2010), automated order fulfillment has profound effects also onlogistics.
To conclude, different technologies serve unique purposes for optimizing TA,such as RPA and API for automating tasks and AI and ML for improvingdecision-making. Blockchain adds security and transparency, while EDI andEFT/EPS streamline communication and transactions. Integrating SCM andCRM systems optimizes SC and customer management. These technologiescan be customized to create an efficient and automated transaction system,saving time, reducing errors, and increasing profitability. Visibility, consis-tency, recovery, and permanence (VCRP) properties can be used to evaluatethese technologies per use case (Wang and Yang, 2008).
3.3.2 SAP Business Network
SAP Business Network (previously known as Ariba Network) is a cloud-basedplatform that allows suppliers and buyers to exchange documents online. Thefirst option, B2Bi, automatically posts the documents on UPM SAP back-end system when supplier issues them in their own ERP system. The other,portal, requires supplier to log into an online account and issue OC and ASNthere manually. Either way, the input received remains in the same standardformat. The way in which SAP BN SCC module works is by sharing businessprocesses through the network.
SAP BN connects UPM ERP with a cloud integration gateway (CIG) to theSAP BN that in turn is connected on the other side to cXML native usedfor the transformation of the files with defined transport protocol to thesuppliers’ back-end system. The logic works by providing URL:s on the
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file locations and by matching SAP intermediate document (iDoc) - infor-mation on each document, based on the cXML mappings. Also other thancXML options remain for achieving connectivity, but as they are not preferredand cause problems like in change PO, I will focus on cXML integrations.Simplified picture of the SAP Business Network is in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: SAP Business Network logic, modified from (Surve, 2018)

Some changes are needed in supplier ERP, such as adding the right out-put type through a certain transmission medium. Also, vendor master data(VMD) has to be supplied with right purchasing organization data and con-firmation control key per plant. The valid contracts, global outline agree-ments (GOA) and/or purchase info records (IR), must be updated to use thecorresponding confirmation control key. The IT department must add a part-ner profile for the certain supplier and the Network supplier must be enabled.
UPM has done their own overall configuration in three blocks, one beingthe network configuration in which SCC entitlement has been requested anddocuments routed with suitable features. Then the CIG got enabled alongwith SAP business system identification number in the network. After, SAPERP has been configured installing missing add-ons and configurations. Toget the SAP BN CIG configured, UPM integration project has been done,maintaining cross references to send SAP connectivity data to CIG. (Internaldocumentation).
SCC Supplier Integration is always done in a relation to the dependencywith the UPM integration that is basically the mother of the portal and in-tegration solutions. When registering to SAP BN, UPM has done the useracceptance test (UAT) for different scenarios to ensure processes, documentflow and content are working properly. After, the trading relationship witha certain supplier is accepted in supplier summit and the integration projectmay begin.
UPM proposes the enterprise account as the most suitable option for all
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suppliers with whom there are more than 500 documents annually shared.Compared to standard account, enterprise account has additional featureslike getting reports to track transactions and sales activities. SAP offers BNsupplier onboarding specialist to guide through the account creation, setupand configuration with more extensive access to SAP BN support. To get amore comprehensive look on the solution and its layers, see figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: SAP Business Network overview (Surve, 2018)

3.3.2.1 SAP Business Network Integration Process
Supplier integration is about connecting a supplier’s ERP to the network viaan electronic method to transact via a touchless process. First the suppli-ers get chosen for the projects in waves. Then their enablement is startedby creating supplier master list (SML) and making data quality check. Atthis point, high priority suppliers get flagged and the flight plan approved.Next, the data needed is filled in for selected suppliers and summits bookedthrough project notification letter (PNL). At the summit, the importanceand benefits are communicated and timelines agreed.
The onboarding gets started, by accepting a relationship on SAP BN as wellas attending weekly registration status review statistics support ses- sions,followed up on nonresponsive vendors. Contacts get validated and tradingrelationship confirmed and accepted. Necessary trainings are held andchange managerial practices taken as to agree on the process. Supplieraccounts are set up, tested and moved to production and SCC flag indicated.Suppliers must then register and configure the account, after which go live
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happens when transactions start flowing electronically. Electronic transac-tion date must be communicated and legacy information considered alongwith created user roles and users. Each deployment e.g. PO collaboration orVMI can be treated as a separate project.
Integration should take two months in case PO and OC are integrated andthree months if these are supplied with ASN, the timeline depending on theaccount type, document types, and if catalogues are in scope. The businessprocesses and requirements in the shape of documents shared must be agreedwith the end-user before the system integration and onborading via activatemethodology. Supplier integration specifics are designed, tested, confirmedand documented. Then system integration test (SIT) and UAT are done onthis order and parallel to supplier build and unit test phase. When suppliergoes on to SIT, UPM cuts over and hypercares, after which supplier UAT ispossible. Onboarding requires UPM, Supplier and SAP SCC system integra-tor (SI) participation under the functional leadership of the UPM.
The project is cyclical. It starts with initiation, strategy, design and buildpreparation followed by executing the pilot wave and enabling suppliers, fi-nally deploying and going live. Post go-live, the network is growed. Afterthe pilots in explore phase, the supplier segmentation and flight plan strategyis created requiring communication and data/vendor upload files. Anothersupplier summit is prepared and workshops conducted. The changes are donein sprints and the project starts with basic processes like PO collaboration(PO and OC) after which ASN, GR and SA are introduced. Consignment,invoice, VMI and multi-tier are more advanced processes so these will bedone the last.
Either there is an existing process with the supplier or a need to negotiatea completely new one. In the former option, the tasks needed are cleaningexisting procedures and making sure the data to be shared is uniform and thelegacy data handled. When the process is totally new, the business agree-ments must be done at the same time as the integration process proceeds.These include agreeing on day-to-day procedures and how often the datagets shared. Therefore, it seems a better option to first choose suppliers thatalready have common procedures with UPM.
The technical effort is done in parts. First, the technical connectivity isensured so that the files can flow. Supplier network account is establishedand one test account created. Business processes are aligned and masterdata in test loaded with commodity codes and units of measure (UoM) and
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catalog created if applicable. Then the file format is translated to make sureeach participant have the files in a format that works automatically in theirERP and finally, the back-end is internally mapped. This means ensuringthe content within the internal supplier back-end flows and the data col-lection/export is compliant with the UPM requirements, from the internalsupplier’s back-end. Supplier connectivity is ensured and realize started bytroubleshooting, testing in SIT, UAT, E2E, signing off and finalizing guides.Deploy and run start with cut over in production (catalog load) and main-taining connection, growing model processes and making additional changes.
Supplier and a 3 party provider will receive a seller integration guidelinedocument as training material for beginning the internal design and mappingactivities. It has description of the project along with excel delta file withsample files and set of UPM sample files in required format. The documentis shared as to discuss and agree on the business scope, business procedures,commercial agreements/contracts, logistic and operational procedures, mate-rial master (MM) data, change management activities and disaster recoveryplans. The document will be reviewed after the pilots.
In case the document must be modified during the integration, it will pauseall progress as it has to go through various sign-offs and the same fixes mustbe done for all ongoing integrations. Therefore, a quality gate between eachtask should be agreed. UPM is responsible of making a holistic seller integra-tion guideline document to decrease time needed in meetings, implementationand testing. This also allows having a common standard across suppliers inscope and to decrease misunderstandings and risk of operational issues.
The accuracy and readiness of VMD will have a direct impact to the en-ablement timeline. Supplier data must be validated to avoid having dupli-cates or non-active supplier locations in the final solution. Also, all missingcontacts must be gathered when defining the scope with the supplier as wellas identifying suppliers transactions with different BAs and ERPs. Sup-plier integration solution blueprint communicates project dynamics per miniproject. In practice, it states the roles and responsibilities on SAP, UPMand supplier sides as well as the timelines per process step. This also helpsin communicating the project scope and defining document requirements inmultiple levels. It gathers profile information like identification code, mid-dleware providers and classifications for establishing connectivity. Figure 3.8opens the integration timeline and steps.
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Figure 3.7: SAP Business Network Integration timeline
3.3.3 Expected Benefits
The immediate expected benefits from adopting a network approach are thoseof strategic procurement relating to the easiness of supplier management andrisk, sourcing contracts and spend visibility. From operational point of view,the buying and invoicing is most likely to become more guided whereas ongeneral the supply base transparency and comprehensive information cen-tralized can help drive supplier performance development and optimizationof supply solutions even on item level.
Kauremaa and Tanskanen (2016) argue that the mode of the relationshipin the IOIS depends on the distribution of benefits. In this case it will de-pend on the supplier, as the integration will primarily benefit UPM but thesystem is not solely aimed for individual benefits like the portal is. There-fore the mode of relationship is stated to be somewhere in between unilateraland bilateral approaches. The integration will in theory, bring the followingupper level benefits:

• Standardized price lists that enable automated real-time price updates
• Increase in TA that improves PtP data quality and compliance anddecreases process complexity and cost
• Physical evidences, such as ASN, RFID and camera recognized barcodelabels, enable streamlining warehouse operations through real-time in-ventory management, automated ordering and raw material traceability
• Integrated VMI/consignment models improve supply security, reducemanual scheduling and enable further SC optimization
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• Harmonized and transparent quality e-collaboration process improvesproduction efficiency and product development

In the traditional SC context, assistance is provided to address issues arisingfrom insufficient information about the origin of goods, absence of real-timeinformation, inadequate traceability, a high volume of documents, lack oftransparency, unreliable stakeholders, and the potential for non-compliancewith the terms of the agreement (Cerny et al., 2021). Integrating both back-and front-end ERPs to SAP BN allows uninterrupted, error-free, and au-tomated documentation flow whilst also harmonizing order processes acrossdifferent BAs.
ASN data will enable further digitization of warehouse operations. ASNsare needed for automated truck identification at mill as well as automatedweighbridge usage. This also supports further developments and intentionsto generate shipping label or packing slip with bar codes for supplier to printunit-label handling units for materials to match with ASN. ASN, comple-mented with RFID/barcode labels, enable tracking and tracing of goods ina material batch level all the way from suppliers to customers. This sup-ports supplier quality management and allows complying with ISO standardrequirements.
Real-time inventory data enables automated ordering and supply chain op-timization. Automated or semi-automated goods issue (GI) process secures3WM and on-time payment. Further, e-archiving of documents could bepotentially done based on ASN. SAP BN provides standard platform forVMI/consignment data integration enabling efficient VMI scale-up, flexibil-ity to change supplier if needed and standard solution for cross BA suppliers.VMI data integrations are currently customized per business area, limitingscale-up potential and flexibility to change suppliers. These are howeverbeneficial as VMI reduces UPM’s needs of planning and scheduling. Thedecrease of lead time and scrapping cost has already been realized with VMIimproved visibility of forecasts to suppliers.
Automation of the quality notes and claim processes will decrease the leadtime for the resolution and improve the productivity. Main savings comefrom cutting time per purchase, lower processing cost per purchase and pricesavings in case of integrated suppliers through better commercial terms.Commercial benefits are not realized automatically, but it requires strate-gic planning and right decisions and actions from contract owners.
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In the case of a call-off, ERP, emails and phone calls are used based on thecase to contact and agree with the supplier as there is no harmonizedelectronic process. The big volume suppliers have more incentives to joinbut because of the complexity of these organizations’ SCIs, there is more dis-tinction between benefits and trade-offs. This gap can be closed with studyon managerial and technical aspects affecting implementation that is left forthe stakeholder in the leader position of the platform. In future, it is onlyexpected that TA will increase inside and out of the focal company as thebenefits start to realize. It is therefore important to invest to the back-endsystem capabilities. This helps in centralizing the buyer organizations in dif-ferent geographies as there are differences in regions’/categories’ ability tocapture commercial benefits.
3.3.4 Expected Challenges
Buyers often encounter several challenges when integrating suppliers intotheir processes. One common challenge is resourcing, as inadequate staffingand the need for dedicated resources, including 3 party consulting teams,can hinder smooth integration. Another resourcing challenge lies in identify-ing the right individuals with the technical and business expertise necessaryto support the integration efforts effectively. Competing priorities within theproject implementation phase can also pose a challenge, as different tasksand objectives may demand simultaneous attention.
Additionally, buyers often rely on the supplier’s ability to meet timelines andbe ready for the go live phase, which can be a risk if the supplier falls behindor encounters delays. Furthermore, not considering suppliers as stakehold-ers when designing the solution, such as overlooking their input in businessprocesses, workflows, requirements, and catalog requirements, can create in-tegration challenges. Continuous changes to the design and requirementsduring the development phase further complicate the integration process,making it harder to achieve a cohesive and efficient solution. Lastly, inad-equate preparation of supplier test scripts can impede effective testing andvalidation, causing delays and potential issues during integration.
Suppliers too often face various challenges when integrating with buyers’ sys-tems. One common challenge is the lead time required to make developmentchanges, which can delay the integration process and hinder responsivenessto buyer’s needs. Additionally, suppliers often operate with small and leanteams, making it difficult to provide adequate coverage, particularly whenteam members are out of the office. Suppliers may also face dependencies
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on their own system upgrades, changes, or freezes, which can impact theirability to integrate smoothly with the buyer’s systems.
Suppliers might also rely on 3 party providers, such as OpenText, Liai-son, VAN, etc., to coordinate development work or support troubleshootingfor error notifications, which can introduce additional complexities and po-tential for delays. Another challenge is when suppliers are not fully aware orknowledgeable about the buyer’s business processes, which can result in mis-alignment and difficulties in achieving seamless integration. System limita-tions can arise, where the supplier’s system may not be sophisticated enoughto meet the customer’s requirements or workflows, especially if customiza-tions on platforms like SAP BN are involved. These limitations can impedethe integration process and require additional effort to find workarounds oralternative solutions.
Missing capability to process service orders and lack of hard measures forsupplier registration are becoming bottlenecks for supplier enablement andbenefit realization. Kauremaa et al. (2010) point out that EDI integrationshave not always been able to reach the set objectives. In the suppliers’ pointof view, in order for the benefits to realize, visibility and access might alsobe offered to other relevant forest industry cluster companies in logistics andmachinery (Kauremaa and Tanskanen, 2016; Diesen, 2007). The reliabilityof the system data accesses and response times are of great importance asare the administrative expenses and time taken to implement.
Suppliers’ motivation may lie in the fact that current VMI solutions do notsupport standard system integration which causes manual production andlogistics planning for them. If a supplier were to deliver batches for variousUPM businesses it would have to create separate VMI/consignment mod-els as no harmonized solution exists. Lack of real time inventory data andlimited VMI scale-up capabilities cause manual ordering and scheduling andsometimes ad-hoc situations for suppliers that may present as availabilityissues. Other considerations like technology failures and security risks mustbe screened beforehand which takes resources.
Other challenges include master data alignment. This means material mas-ter items and numbers are to be matched with those of suppliers’. At leastmaterial identifiers, units of measure and prices must be exactly the sameon both sides in order for the solution to work as intended. Each suppliermust also be provided with a list of the buyer locations and plants as theywill create a unique identification key in their back-end system (ship-to and
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bill-to). When a file/document arrives to an ERP/back-end, the verificationis done automatically against the internal MM identification. Any discrep-ancies are flashed out and delay the project. This will mean additional tasksfor suppliers and UPM.
When multiple processes are in scope, supplier usually has completely differ-ent teams working with each and sometimes they even have different map-pings or use different back-end systems per process expanding the scope withscope creep phenomenon (Komal et al., 2020). The supplier may have all thedescribed documents in scope but will choose to only integrate a couple asinternal/technical limitations may dictate the choice. Internal integrationcosts on the supplier side will reflect the complexity of the project in termsof number of back-end/applications involved, number of internal/external re-sources needed for mapping and achieving connectivity.
One major limitation is the recommendation for the supplier to have cXMLand not EDIFACT format as the seller integration guidelines are done per fileand integration format. It is possible to create a second document reflectinganother format. However, the integration would take vastly more time as anextension framework may be needed. Traditional EDI has also gone underpressure due to its complexity, implementation costs and reliance on propri-etary networks (Kauremaa et al., 2010). Traditional EDI requires companiesto set up and maintain their own EDI systems while SAP BN promises toprovide a more integrated and automated approach, allowing companies tomanage their SC processes with increased services. The same fear of havingonly semi-automated integrations exists.
There are no limitations related to the ERP or the ERP version used by thesupplier as long as it is able to process the files in the specification of UPMproject and provide back files that comply with UPM requirements. This isbecause the actual back-end of the supplier is not transparent for the project.However, it helps if the supplier uses SAP already and even better if therealready is some cooperation with UPM via SAP BN. There are also nolimitations related to the 3 party provider that the supplier is using,allowing them to choose whatever integration solutions, applications, mid-dleware or service providers best suited for their internal polices. However,from experience, the middlemen tend to make the project longer and morecomplex. The expected challenges are gathered to figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Hierarchy of SAP Business Network Integration challenges
One additional problem identified is the inability to standardize businessprocesses and transaction output across ERP backends, UPM organizationallevels and suppliers, with slow and complex decision making processes. Thismay cause too optimistic project timelines.
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Methods
The almost 400 identified DM supplier companies had to be reviewed forthe study purpose, finding the ones suitable for B2Bi, based on the currentknowledge before choosing any for additional data acquisition. This was doneas not to contact the ones unfit or to cause extra trouble for the suppliers.The sampling was done in phases; first, DM suppliers that fulfilled certainprerequisite were identified. Then, these suppliers were offered a survey tofind out more about their capabilities for integration implementation. After,based on the results obtained, a refined set of suppliers were given a list ofconcerns that were pointed out from their answers to be discussed alongwith the potential implementation timeline. This chapter explains how thesemethods were used for accumulating new knowledge on the supplier basestatus in this context. Also the data already gathered previously is discussedand how it contributed to the study with respect to the limitations noticed.
Selecting companies was done in steps. First interviews for previously in-tegrated suppliers and related internal expert were kept to determine whatquestions to be asked from the potential B2Bi suppliers. Then, the pilotsupplier selection logic was revised and its deficiencies for B2Bi supplier se-lection pointed out. This was supplied by analyzing the previously madesupplier survey results as well as reviewing category manager stated inte-gration priorities and preferred data integration types. Self-study on SievoSpend Analytics on spend and transaction volumes allowed accessing thebenefits. From these results, the sample to be additionally surveyed couldbe justified and further, based on the analysis of the answers to the survey,the suppliers chosen for B2Bi. As a background, during the study, the pilotsuppliers were onboarded, so the supplier selection process described givesindications on how the problem of selecting suppliers was approached beforeand why this logic could not be used as it is going forward.

52
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4.1 Previous Integration Project Experiences
As a part of this study, a series of discussions were conducted with differentrepresentatives to gain insights into their experiences and perspectives to theintegration implementation, particularly for the causes of delays or successfactors encountered to ensure the right variables were selected as criteria.This was done also to find the best questions to be asked from the chosenDM suppliers in the empirical part of the study. A couple of integrated in-direct material suppliers and UPM internal expert were interviewed alongwith a DM supplier, that was integrated through EDIfact logic previously.
To ensure the comparability of the results, all the representatives were frombusiness, having worked as an intermediate between UPM and the respec-tive IT department and, in cases applicable, a 3 party integrator, middle-ware provider. The semi-structured interviews were audio recorded and tran-scribed, with attention paid to capturing the repetitive nuances and trends.Several key themes emerged that will be presented in this section. The keyresults are highlighted in the conclusions subsection. All the company namesare changed for confidentiality reasons.
4.1.1 Direct Material Supplier - Sunny
With Sunny, a direct material company with an annual turnover of over 10million, the integration implementation took about 21 months as opposedto the goal of two. However, the project marked a pilot for both UPM andSunny. The connectivity was achieved in SAP Ariba, creating different AribaNetwork IDs (ANID) per suppliers inside the same corporation. The projectstill goes on as only Finnish transactions are currently integrated and coupleof other supplying countries are to be implemented similarly soon.
Sunny expects other projects to go smoother as they now have the expe-rience on integration implementation, mappings, and the same ERP appliesacross BAs. However, some processes might need to be revised per countrybut technically the solution is easy to scale. The reason the project got de-layed primarily was due to the special cases arising during the test phase;they had not tested the document sharing with mass operations and someproblems occurred case-by-case meaning they could not have prepared forthem in advance even though a thorough process and special case reviewhad been made with the help of an UPM expert. There was also a big ERP

Interview structure and questions are in Appendix B.
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integration project ongoing during the time which meant putting this projectto ice for a while as other EDI changes were being made.
What caused even more problems were the different operating models; whenUPM sent a FO, it looked like a PO to Sunny. They previously used only theorder number to create separate POs per FO but this logic does not work inAriba. When the order comes through EDI, it must use the order instead ofonly using the number as the information in the order must transcend alsoto OC and ASN to be returned to the customer. This caused problems inSunny reporting as the processes had to be changed and aligned. They alsohad to make executive decisions to give up some special processes or continueto accept their manual nature.
The personnel in charge changed during the project due to normal staffrotation. If there were previously fixed errors, it became uncertain how thesehad been fixed or whether there had ever been an error in the first place. Ev-erybody were in the same page on what needed to be done but as IT did notknow business side by heart, a better holistic view from the project leaderswould have ensured smoother knowledge transfer from one side to anotherwhen looking at IT changes. One example of this was that IT thought atone point that the whole project was just an intermediate product and notthe final solution. Also, the representative pointed out that first mappingsare important to be done as carefully as possible to avoid mistakes in thefollowing.
Sunny also mentioned having problems with ship-to addresses in cases wherebill-to addresses were different. Sunny raised a concern on whether all sup-pliers have the capability to use the same order number in their invoicesand other documents. Also the dates and units of measure used to have adifferent meaning for UPM and Sunny; UPM ordered products on wet tons(WTO) or tons (TO) but Sunny handled products based on their lot sizes(IPC cont) meaning, there was a need to convert material units to match aswith prices. Their reporting also emphasized the date when the batch wasordered and delivered, whereas UPM was only interested in delivery dates.
One more noticed problem was with multiple line orders. Multiple line or-ders leave UPM as one order with many rows and deliveries for differentmills. Sunny on the other hand has a business model to operate one busi-ness per mill which means having one order per mill, so the order has to becut into pieces with a preset logic. OC works in these cases but with orderchanges the process stops, as it can not receive one special change per row.
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This caused extra training to take place in mills as the orders looked different.
Mappings were done by a 3 party middleware provider OpenText. They hadidentified achieving connectivity and mapping to be the most time consumingactivities of the project. Sunny stated that using middlemen caused delay asthere were a many to be contacted and invited to meetings and emails waitingfor somebody to take action without clearly pointed out person. This thencaused escalations to take place and frustration on both sides. The supportmodel towards UPM was clear but the project organization outside the twocompanies might have been too big or complex, passivating people.
The benefits were clear from the start and the representative could describethem from many angles. They pointed out having less returns as the orderswent right the first way around. If it were for the portal, more personnelwould have had to be hired. Interestingly also, Sunny said that ASN doesnot bring supplier any benefits but linked to the integration package, doesnot feel as laborious to implement. This could mean that UPM receivingASN is easier through the integration project than through the portal. Alsothe language requirements disappear from the customer service as anyonecan handle the orders which is a benefit not yet recognized.
4.1.2 Indirect Material Suppliers - Hallel, Omane andAlto
With Hallel, the integration implementation was done in record time; go-live was in six weeks from the kick-off call. Omane took the standard eightweeks which is also impressive but according to them, could have been evenless. The similarities between the two included having small in-house inte-gration team that was well-aligned and experienced in even more complexcases than the one proposed by UPM. The benefits were well-known and thevolumes ordered justified the temporary additional work. UPM was said tooffer enough support and flexibility to compromise when the companies raninto problems. Both also had been able to communicate the sense of urgencyfrom business towards IT, making them prioritize integration projects overothers whenever possible. With Alto, the experience was different; the im-plementation took over a year, mostly due to the outside integrator operator.
Hallel took action independently by conducting weekly meetings for feed-back on project status and to connect departments. This allowed to foreseeissues that could occur in the following stages. The most important as-
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pect, according to Hallel representative, was that they had vast experiencein Ariba and therefore knew what needed to be done in all document combi-nation scenarios. What also contributed to Hallel’s success could have beenthe missing 3 party integrator and middleware, guiding the requests forsupport straight towards their own capable IT team and UPM without in-terference of middlemen.
What set the Hallel integration apart from the rest was that it did not in-clude SAP team in other forms but the professional portfolio. The leading ITperson was attending weekly meetings as he knew what they could and couldnot do in their ERP setting the boundaries for the exercise from the start.Also the size of the team working on the project was small allowing agilityand clear role distribution. Hallel integrated Ariba catalogs and omitted freetext orders which helped cleansing product numbers, prices, and units. Inthis case the standard implementation time was undercut but they had hadcases where SC disruptions or unexpected events affected initial plans, delay-ing ongoing projects. A possible threat recognized, was IT not attending themeetings as then somebody would have to translate business requirementsto them separately.
Omane on the other hand had even more experience in Ariba, spanningover a decade and resulting in numerous integrations. They thought the twomonths it took was longer than it should have been because of their ERPbeing changed to a new system. The potential challenges Omane found wereactually contradictory to Hallel; they thought making IT lead participateinto the meetings was taking his/her resources off the core work as the per-son was very capable even without. Surprisingly also, they felt that waitingfor the kick-off meeting delayed the implementation initiation in some cases.Like with Sunny, the bill-to and ship-to addresses caused problems in caseof many different invoice addresses.
Other identified bottlenecks were with resources; IT lead was the only personthat could program the needed things to the ERP system and had alwaysmany integrations to work simultaneously on. Further, there were some issueswith e-catalogs as they had to use a 3 party for the creation of the pun-chout catalog to take over the old ERP system catalogs. Resources requiredfrom the customer were stated to be the invoice addresses, ship-to and bill-toaddresses, and technical documentation. Omane stated that EDI integrationcould be done in a week if all of this information was in place but with thepunchout catalog it should not take more than a couple of weeks. In the caseof punchouts, the most problems were caused by changes needed or by having
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no experience in Ariba. The representative summarized ”it is hard to explainwhat is needed ” and ”I think a lot of suppliers, if the project is new for them, theysee the costs, it is a lot but if you see the changes, it’s very good for us.”.
Alto described the integration to be challenging. For them this was thefirst EDI network integration but straight ERP to ERP integrations hadbeen in place long before. Time was wasted as the timeline was not clearand only after UPM pointed out the delay, they turned to their operator.Turns out, the operator had had vast changes and the personnel were inex-perienced to perform when it came to Ariba integration. The best practice ofa small group size was implemented but due to being the first Ariba integra-tion to the operator representative, he did not know how to do the technicalpart and had lacking certificates. When asked, the operator guided theirresources themselves so Alto did not have a say in who would operate. Therequirements for Alto business side were clear but not the roles and how tomanage the interface between the layers; without clear leadership, the esca-lation did not take place soon enough. SAP offered an integration specialistsupport and Alto’s own IT did what it could together with the operator.Like in many other integrations, the test phase took time as it was done withtrial-and-error approach.
4.1.3 Focal Company Representative
UPM business representative said his main role was to ensure right thingsgot done on the implementation phase and act upon the test results to en-sure they were appropriately passed. This was done by screening the resultdocuments for possible faults. Together with suppliers, the representativechose the cases to be tested. Many projects also required guidance and goalcommunication to define the scope and aims for both sides. The represen-tative nominated the gap between IT and business to be a significant factorcontributing to the success; IT usually lacks the view on the benefits andtherefore does not perceive the importance in the same way.
Further, the length of the cooperation with business is important but italso means IT is less informed as the communication is guided towards thebusiness by UPM so the direction of the effect is debatable. Integrations havebeen challenging for UPM as can be seen by the delays. This may be dueto inexperienced suppliers, as in the case of suppliers that had done dozens,the time limits stayed close to the targets. UPM does not have visibility tothe supplier processes so the wait times are increased every time a new layeris added and it is hard to say where the issues stem from. What is certain
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however is that coordination is challenged in more complex organizations andlost in translation phenomenon happens as the messages (mostly emails evenwhen calls would be preferred) are not received by the key players.
UPM is good at building the picture of the target state and the understand-ing right from the start but after the integration team comes to play, the paceusually halters. The capability of the integrator to understand the supplierenvironment is lacking which causes friction right from the start; integrationteam participates in the kick-off meeting but the ERP change team or the3 party middleware provider may not. Therefore the setup understandingis lacking, resulting in only starting to find the right people after the kick-offcall.
The project lead is currently a representative of SAP but UPM leads theweekly calls. Sometimes the SAP integrator comes to the meetings withtheir own agenda, dates, or needs for explanation, even if the themes areclear for UPM and the supplier and something else has already been agreed.In most cases, the right things are done, but arguably too slow and throughproblems as the projects require giving attention to the details and have casespecific problems. When the operator has chosen to integrate a document ina specific way, it may be that after working on it for two months, the opera-tor has decided it to be bad format from their point of view, and wanting tomake changes. Then there is a need to go back and start again with a newformat.
4.1.4 Conclusion from the Previous Projects
Having already done integrations is very important when wanting to inte-grate a supplier quickly. However, Hallel and Omane had different viewson how many integrations the supplier should have done previously to havesufficient experience. Hallel proposed five whilst Omane had a higher num-ber in mind. Hallel pointed out that even though the project is unique foreverybody, they could start predicting what would be asked in each phaseand the mappings started to repeat themselves after five times. They closedthe problem of customization per supplier by stating that ”Ariba gives greatflexibility for customers, but not for suppliers. That means, when we haveintegration, we should map everything new for every customer because everycustomer would place the pieces in different places. So one customer will providedelivery address in one field, another in other field. One customer would like tohave complete OC and others do not. And, you know, the differ- ent pieces andorder itself is repeated, so normally that’s pretty quickly done.”.
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Two indirect suppliers had a fast project and they both had a small in-house IT team as well as platinum profile on Ariba, meaning available andimmediate support for an additional cost. Similarly, it was evident that theyreviewed and filtered requests from their customers only to pick the mostsuitable cases that could be justified; similar to what UPM is aiming forwith this study. The list of requested documents was highly important inthese considerations. Also, similarities could be found from UPM and Hallelrepresentative statements, arguing that if a customer chooses to change themappings and the data, the whole project falls back about a month or two;one must communicate even on the kick-off on what is possible and what isnot.
It seems that going alone helped Omane and Hallel. In Sunny and Altocases the outsourced middleware provider and IT coordination caused de-lays. Even further, when the staff changed during the project or the per-sonnel were inexperienced. UPM should look for suppliers not having anyERP change projects ongoing during the implementation. There has to beclear instructions for the mappings and an investigation for which places thematerials are supplied to and where the materials are to be invoiced. Thebill-to and ship-to addresses caused problems in case of many different invoiceaddresses so extra care should be taken to ensure these are described clearlyin the technical documentation. Also UPM should provide an example ofPO and supplier provided OC to combine dates, units of measure and priceunits unequivocally. Alto had an additional request concerning putting millidentifiers and details more clearly. Catalogs help this significantly.
Alto mentioned having difficulties because of supplying to many of the UPMbusinesses separately; UPM representatives were only covering their ownbusiness side in discussions that resulted in Alto having to do the integra-tion to each business separately. However, as the connectivity has alreadybeen established, the scope of the project was far less going forward but hadto take into account different practices and systems. Therefore UPM couldcoordinate their business integrations better with suppliers that supply tomore than one BAs. Moreover, it seems Alto did not have a sense of urgencyor was not on the map on the expected benefits. The supplier must be ableto communicate the sense of urgency even if the organization is complex andthere are many layers to it.
The understanding between the organizations could be added. Integrationin the supplier side is the biggest challenge as there is not enough knowledge
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on integration forms, information package inputs, cXML/EDIfact messagepackage or technicalities. This could be helped by describing the text for-mats clearly on what they mean in practice and what is their difference. Theroles seem to be clearly defined in most cases but not so much on who takesaction on a specific task and who attends which meeting. Connection estab-lishment would need additional planning in the future. If supplier has thesame back-end they want to connect to the same ANID it makes the processquicker.
To sum up, suppliers doing integration projects as a pilot will most likelyintroduce delays as do organizational complexity and added interfaces, spe-cial order cases, ongoing ERP changes in supplier end and the gap betweenIT and business. These can be helped partially by doing case reviews in ad-vance, ensuring urgency is communicated and roles clearly shared. For struc-tured approach in documentation and constant follow-up, a change backlog(mainly related to the technical fixes and/or business process clarificationsthat are needed) should be utilized more extensively which works as a listof change requirements and their underlying reason, responsible person andimplementation schedule. This would bring more clarity to the open items.
UPM should prioritize suppliers with small in-house ERP change teams thathave experience and that understand the target state well. The technical inte-gration build functional requirement instructions could be clarified. Further,requesting feedback about the timeline from the parties that are involvedbefore reviewing a detailed timeline that have been planned could increasecommitment and find limitations like holiday periods to be considered in theproject plan. As one already integrated supplier representative stated ”newproject supplier see the costs feel heavy but the changes are really good ”.
The main conclusion is that previously the focal company has mainly fo-cused on integrating suppliers based on two metrics; their interest as well asthe scope of the business but going forward, more criteria must be introducedto avoid delays. UPM must be able to offer support and flexibility like it hasin the past so identifying the lacks will benefit providing support.

4.2 Pilot Supplier Selection
The selection logic for the two pilot integration suppliers was as follows. Thechosen supplier had to have more than 500 annual transactions or otherwisethe portal solution would prove to be more applicable. Also, the supplier had
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to be a small or medium-sized enterprise (SME) as the biggest, more complexcases, wanted to be incorporated only with more accumulated knowledge,preferably after having a portal solution already in place. Other selectioncriteria in addition to these is given in figure 4.1. To open, the supplier ispreferred if it is supplying across many regions and categories and wants allcrucial business transactions included. These considerations were reviewedby looking at the business priorities, experience in the network and positiveanswers to the supplier survey to be discussed shortly, as to avoid changeresistance.

Figure 4.1: Venn diagram of the pilot supplier selection logic
By distributing the data sets based on the figure, it was possible to identifypriority groups, that are numbered. Business priorities were evaluated by thecorresponding category managers as high, medium or low. Supplier surveyanswers were either positive or negative based on replies and if no red flagspresented themselves when contacting. Ariba experience was acquired withthe help of Sievo Procurement Analytics and with the help of SAP. SAP rana matching process to ensure vendor appropriateness and to ensure the sup-pliers for pilots. Criteria included quite similarly; priority, relationship type,enterprise account, transaction frequency, experience on integration and ven-dor location. Further, an integration qualification questionnaire was sent by

BusinessPriority

SupplierSurvey AribaExperience
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SAP. The obtained answers were about comprehension of integration, simul-taneous IT releases, resource availability, transactions to be integrated andinterest in integrating other customers.
As a result, in group one, there were only two options both from packag-ing category and one inside option from UPM. The two outside supplierswere chosen for the pilot phase and the need for this study arose as therewas a need to distribute rest of the suppliers to the waves to aid in integrationflight planning. The logic used in pilot selection was lacking for the B2Bias it could only name couple of suppliers based on the categorization andwas mostly guided towards pilots. The remaining supplier base situated inother areas of the figure than the most optimal group one, did not have bigdifferences against each other so no conclusions for their readiness for B2Bicould be done.

4.3 Sampling for Survey
An additional supplier survey was conducted for companies that were deemedappropriate for B2Bi based on the criteria concerning previous Supplier Sur-vey, SCC Supplier List and Sievo Spend Analytics. In this section, I will gothrough how the selection was done in practice. The figure 4.2 opens how thedifferent methods and data samples relate to each other and what knowledgeis accumulated and from which sources.
The already there data blocks in red contribute to the new knowledge gather-ing in green, as following and supplying pilot supplier selection logic ensuresforming better selection logic than previously used. The grey knowledge ismostly tacit that needed to be gathered and refined for the study purposes.
4.3.1 Supplier Survey
For checking the supplier maturity, willingness to automate purchasing pro-cesses, and to understand expectations, UPM conducted a supplier surveyin the late September of 2022. The survey was sent to 376 unique identifiedDM suppliers via respective category managers to which 154 replies wereobtained. The results allowed to review supplier scope, the willingness andway to use SAP BN, and aided in choosing the suppliers for the pilot phase.

Questions of the Supplier Survey are in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.2: Methods for supplier selection and data acquisition
The answers that UPM sought initially and that are relevant for B2Bi wereabout:

• Provision of OC and ASN
• Interest in sending invoices via network and current satisfaction
• Experience in SAP Business Network
• Beneficial documents for collaboration through SAP Business Network
• Technical capabilities and IT resources for B2Bi
• Interest in integration
• Experience in automation of transaction processes and platforms used

The data was analyzed after cleaning and translating it partly from Chineseto English for interpretational purposes. The preponderance of responsesreceived originated from Chinese suppliers. Some suppliers described havingdifficulties in planning caused by ad-hoc orders, restricted demand informa-tion, and lack of quarterly plans that could be helped with knowledge on
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consumption, stock levels and machine run production plans or by early or-ders. Also, in addition to POs, suppliers ambiguously expected productionplans like continuous rolling forecasts, and info on maintenance and shut-downs. However the forecasts were wanted on several different accuracylevels; some preferred annual, some wanted weekly and even requests on anproduct level were present which indicates a need to study individual sup-pliers’ B2Bi preferences. While the majority of the suppliers (more than95%) found planning to be relatively easy, seven suppliers encountered sig-nificant difficulties in planning production based on the available data as it is.
Other feedback relevant for the study were statements of no cooperationexperience, need for interface documentation, hope to be online soon withautomatic order system and invoicing processes, as well as requests for ad-ditional system training to support and pre-coordination of activities with outsideservice providers. Some pointed out there to be difficulties in invoic- ing dueto the existence of different businesses and legal entities. The key wordsconcerning the integration such as; digital collaboration, automatingorder/invoice flows, digital platform, VMI integration, EDI, replacing oldsystems, additional costs, and digital integration, appeared 34 times in total.Many more also described wishes to deepen collaboration, but on a moregeneral level. The ways of providing invoices at the time were either throughpaper or by using Basware system with almost even end-user distribution.About five percent were unsatisfied or very unsatisfied in the processes, stem-ming from late payments. When asking about the interest in sending invoicesvia SAP BN, most weren’t able to answer with the rest dividing evenly foryes and no.
Quite surprisingly, only a little over a fifth could describe other platformsfor transacting, with 12 benefits recognized altogether, most being efficiencyimprovements or additional abilities like having payment notifications sent bythe system. These results hint that suppliers have previously been focusingprimarily on automating their own processes as over a half still elaboratedhaving experience in automating transaction processes. This tells also astory about the lack in sense of urgency towards integrations. It could beseen that 142 suppliers delivered to Paper mills, of which 14 supplied alsoto Pulp, three also to Biochemicals and two suppliers supplied to all of theabove. In addition there were three suppliers supplying only to Pulp and twoto Biochemicals. The distribution of BAs supplied is presented in figure 4.3.
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Pulp
Figure 4.3: Distribution of BAs supplied based on the Supplier Survey

Despite UPM expectations, 17 suppliers identified as not providing OC afterPO and three were not able to answer whereas 57 were not providing ASNwith 14 not able to answer. Less than a half of suppliers were sure on theirabilities to produce both ASN and OC messages through the back-end systemwhich is a very important metric for the success of integration. Based on theprior interviews, integration could potentially help in receiving the ASN tohelp the automation in mill side. However, suppliers did not feel comfortablein sharing all the possible documents via SAP even on an idea level. When itcomes to the integration only 34 suppliers believed to have the required, stillundefined, IT resources. From this group 28 believed technical capabilitiesto be in place also but when asking from interest in integration, the groupwidened to ten. Altogether, 27 suppliers showed interest in integration someof which did not feel like having the needed IT/technical resources for theimplementation.
For deeper analysis for integration supplier selection, the following variableswere selected from the Supplier Survey:
BA suppliedIT resources for integrationTechnical capabilitiesBack-end and OC messagesBack-end and ASN messagesInterest in integration
The variables were partly chosen based on the answer coverage and alsobecause of their integration descriptiveness. Other interesting variables af-fecting the choice would have been cooperating already with UPM via SAPand existence of 3 party IT provider but due to the quality of the data,
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these variables were omitted. BA was set to be Paper as it is the priority onthis wave, leaving 142 potential candidates. IT resources and technicalcapabilities had to be ”yes” as well as back-end OC and ASN messages. Thistypified the sample size first from 32 to 26 and with messages from 22 to 14.Finally, negative and blank answers from interest in integration were filteredoff, leaving a list of six suppliers as it was thought that genuine interest inintegration was a prerequisite for success.
Because the group widened to too little, all the suppliers (27) that had showedinterest for integration were chosen for the additional supplier survey on thisround. This relates to the goal to also integrate those that have an inter-nal policy of doing so even without a proper document count. Even if nothaving the needed technical and IT capabilities yet, these suppliers could besurveyed to find out what it was that they were still lacking and the capa-bilities compared to the most optimal scenarios.
Further analysis per BA gives the most room for errors in predicted de-liveries as only some suppliers described the amount of deliveries in additionto the mills supplied to. The answers on fields concerning number of peopleprocessing POs, OCs and ASNs was also shorthanded (less than 17 answers)so these variables had to be omitted, although they optimally would havegiven indications on how many FTEs are saved by increased TA levels. ASNmight not be needed for smaller packaging material and production consum-able companies which means that this consideration can’t be the only criteriain supplier selection, not to discriminate potential suppliers. However, as thesuppliers in these categories not supplying ASNs are typically of small scaleoperations, the discrimination is justified.
The answers in Supplier Survey had to be partially questioned, as based onthe quantity of not able to answer per company, showed indications of hav-ing a single respondent. This also caused concern on whether some answerswere too optimistic, aiming to show the supplier in a positive light and notgrounded on actual situation. In addition, it might be that the candidates donot actually prove to be suitable even after saying so. The implementationpriority, registration status, wanted operating model and data integrationlevel (B2Bi or portal) could not be asked, so the answers had to be suppliedwith set of considerations made by respective category managers.
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4.3.2 SCC Supplier List
UPM BAs and sourcing category teams define their supplier scope for thenetwork as part of the buying channel definition and set their annual targetsfor the network usage. Therefore, a list called SCC Supplier List, containingall DM suppliers, was created to list suppliers per category manager and forcategory managers to share additional information about their capabilitiestowards the network, not visible through systems but that is known throughcollaboration.
The list was cleaned by deleting duplicates. Then the list got sorted basedon data integration preference. As the study focuses on B2Bi, the ones indi-cated as portal were omitted. This does not mean, that they would not beintegrated later, but for various reasons, some suppliers are first wanted tobe handled through the portal, meaning that for this project, they are notseen as viable options. The ones unsure about the integration type preferencewere included. Then, low implementation priority suppliers were left out andthe ones not wanting to work with Ariba. How the suppliers were valuatedas low priority was based on having no discussions of SAP BN collaborationwith vendor nor internally, no advanced processes initiated/expected, lowspend and/or transactions, and having collaboration difficulties in past.
This left a sample size of 41 suppliers of which eight were already chosenbased on the previous Supplier Survey, limiting the group to 33 new suppli-ers to be added to the survey scope. Therefore, before doing any analysis onSievo Spend Analytics, the group to be additionally surveyed was 60.
4.3.3 Sievo Analytics
Sievo Spend Analytics was used to find suppliers that had not answered tothe Supplier Survey or flagged out in SCC Supplier List but were deemedappropriate for integration due to high number of transactions or by bigspend. Self service was used with following considerations: company was setto be either Communication or Specialty Papers, material groups were setto consider all DM groups in addition to production consumables due to thewishes of the focal company (mainly because these had not been integratedalong with Indirect material integration phase).
The variables of interest were the sum of PO count and invoice count as inan ideal situation each invoice has a designated ASN and this way the trans-action volume could be given a describing value. In addition to this metric
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telling the amount of transactions, spend was looked at to identify the mostbusiness critical suppliers. The timeline was one year from February of 2022till January of 2023. Total of 492 suppliers were identified, which can be ex-plained partially with taking production consumables also into considerationand partially because in the set of previously identified 376 suppliers, therewere different businesses (supplier ERPs) inside a parent company bundledtogether as one.
The analysis started by consolidating supplier data as integration will bedone on the parent company instead of different business units separately,resulting in 241 suppliers of which first 50 with the biggest amounts of trans-actions and first 50 in spend were chosen and compared head-to-head. Therewere only eight suppliers that did not appear in the top 50 of both lists while42 suppliers did, meaning they were amongst the biggest in spend and intransaction numbers. The list of suppliers were refined further by deletingthe ones that were designed to be incorporated through the portal optionalong with non-manufacturing companies, leaving 42 suppliers of which 13were already taken into account in either supplier survey or SCC list. Thefinal sample thus considered 89 potential suppliers to be contacted.

4.4 Supplier Selection Logic
The survey was set up into Qualtrics tool and was communicated after aheads-up letter and an integration information package which was formattedto answer the most prominent questions suppliers may have when discussingintegration and SAP BN. The survey questions were multi-disciplinary, sothe personalized link shared was formatted to allow multiple respondents in-side a company to give one cohesive answer. Some questions were marked asoptional and others popped up only if a certain answer was given. There weresimple answer types like yes/no, Likert 1-5 scale and descriptive texts. Thequestions derived from previous integration experiences, expert interviewsand literature review, used for the next section data analysis are opened intable 4.1 .
After contacting the category managers per suppliers chosen, a couple of sup-pliers were dropped off the scope. Six because they were already integratedby a different practice (EDI or Tieto business information exchange (BIX)IDoc), two because one of them was piloting with portal option instead and

Survey questions presented in Appendix D.Table details in Appendix E.
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Research Question Sub-questions Criteria Survey Answers

RQ Q1.

1.a. 2.1.1.b. 2.3.1.c. 2.5., 2.6., 2.7.1.d. 3.4.1.,3.4.2.,3.6.1., 3.6.2.1.e. 1.4., 1.5., 2.4.1.f. 2.2., 3.4., 3.4.3.,3.6., 3.6.3.1.g. 4.1., 4.2., 4.3.,4.4.
Q2. 2.a. 3.5., 4.3.1.1.2.b. 3.2., 3.3.2.c. 3.1.

Table 4.1: Description of the survey connection to criteria and questions
because one was a retailer. One because even though the spend was big,the cooperation had been either annually or quarterly fixed so integrationmodel was not suitable as deliveries were happening according to demandin place. One more supplier was left out as they were not current supplieranymore during the study, three were merged inside another already chosen,and five were left out because the respective category manager was unableto recognize or provide the contact details. This left 71 personalized surveylinks sent out, 61 being in English and ten in Chinese.
After sending out the survey, a couple more suppliers were dropped out of thescope based on their response. One had a system conversion ongoing, mean-ing not having enough resources for the initiation anytime soon, other did nothave any ERP system in place and one stated they could not integrate theirERP without further explanations although prompted. This left a final batchof 68 potential answers, of which 37 replies were given in the two weeks time-line with the answer percentage of 54%. Eight of the responses were Chinese.
Of 68, overall 61 suppliers had started the survey. This meant there where24 suppliers in progress of which top five had done 46-89%. Interestingly,following these suppliers were six suppliers that all had progress rate of 37%.They all had stopped answering to the same question asking to describe thepreferred time for integration initiation. This could potentially tell that thesesuppliers are not committed to integrate. This also raised a question whether
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they had kept answering if the question would have popped up later on. Theremaining had stopped answering after filling the basic supplier info withprogress rates of 2-23%.
4.4.1 Analysis
The criteria answering to the research questions that are linked to the surveyanswers all describe different aspects of readiness for the integration initia-tion. However, as there is a need to know what companies to prioritize, effortis not the only consideration one must make. The way in which the studyeven began was to find the ones that give the focal company most benefitalong with the identified criteria. To access benefits of integrating certainsuppliers, revisiting their positioning on transaction volume (PO and invoicecount) and spend is needed. Then, a two-times-two matrix is constructedto compare the benefits a certain supplier might offer against the simplicityto realize the B2Bi. The assumption is that the effort metric (easiness andsimplicity to initiate integration) can be given a score based on the surveyanswers. The suppliers are according to this lineup categorized into segmentsto aid in creating an overall implementation approach strategy.
The completed 37 answer results were reviewed based on the criteria set.First, criteria related to sub-question one and criteria related to sub-questiontwo were analysed separately. Analysis started by changing ”yes” as 1 whenpositive and ”no” as 0. If ”yes” had a negative implication, it was put as 0and ”no” as 1. Similarly ”not able to answer” was given a value of 0.5. TheLikert scale (1-5) answers were consolidated into a scale where 1 represents0 and 5 represents 1, using a simple linear transformation. Every responsewas then subtract with 1 and dividing the result by 4 to scale the values pro-portionally between 0 and 1. Then the sum of the values concerning criteriaone was taken as to describe the criteria for choosing the suppliers, relatingback to the sub-question one.
The same was done for the replies concerning criteria two but the prefer-ence for the start time was transcribed from free text to the scale of 0-1 asfollows; 0 for n/a, empty or symbol responses, 0.125 for tbd or start timeafter 2025, 0.25 for 2024 initiation, 0.5 for end of 2023, 0.75 for initiation in1-3 months and 1 for immediate. After the sum, the efforts were comparable;bigger score meant better positioning and better capabilities.
Before plotting the benefit-to-ease matrix, the benefit scale had to be ad-justed after consolidating it to the scale of 0-26 to match that of the criteria;
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after gathering the data on spend and transaction volumes per suppliers sur-veyed, the spend was seen secondary to transaction volume so it was dividedby three whereas transaction volumes were divided by three and multiplied bytwo and the sum calculated. The spend and volume of transactions were nor-malized using min-max normalization technique to be in the same magnitudeas in the effort scale and their relative importance assessed by multipliers.
The most variance was in the criteria one as the answers could have poten-tially spanned from 0 to 21 with the realized minimum being 2 and maximumbeing 18. Criteria two showed less variance with potential range of 0 to 5,with 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest. However, the one supplier thatscored the highest in criteria two was amongst the lowest tenth in criteriaone. The individual criteria scores were plotted against benefits .
Summing the numbers presenting scoring on criteria one and two togetherwas justified as to describe the overall easiness parameter that took into ac-count the most prominent criteria and timing concerning integrations. Thescore relates to the readiness a supplier possesses. The optimal ease wouldbe a big number describing good capabilities for integration once initiating.The overall score for effort was then supplied with benefits and suppliers pri-oritized accordingly. The figure 4.4 matrix was constructed with respect tothe data set average values (lines) obtained. The suppliers could be dividedinto four quarters (2x2 matrix) based on their positioning compared to theaverage lines.

Figure 4.4: Benefit-to-Ease matrix
Plots presented in Appendix F.
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4.4.2 Results
Based on the initial model and the matrix created, it could be seen that tensuppliers had below average expected benefits but still a lot of effort wouldhave to be put in to integrate those (bottom left quadrant). On the otherhand, the most potential suppliers based on the effort could be found fromthe right side of the matrix, where six different suppliers in total could beidentified in very beneficial positioning (top right quadrant) and thirteenfrom lower benefit (bottom right quadrant). The order of prioritization, hadto be determined by supplying the matrix with a version of fine-tuned criteriascores based on their respective significance a bit later.
Before, however, the remaining quadrant (top left); the one with high ef-fort as in low ease, and high benefits was described. Higher than averagebenefits were given by eight suppliers giving indications of high complexitytogether with high benefits. Also, the order inside a quadrant had to be deter-mined and for the simplicity of comparison, both metrics had to be merged tohave one to describe the order inside quadrants. Based on these, the prelim-inary listing of integration order could be done with following considerations:
1. Counting the benefit plus the ease score per supplier
Z, AB, T, G, AF, AA, S, AG, B, L, J, H, K, AC, A, X, AD, Å, C, V,AE, Ö, M, D, F, E, AH, Ä, P, R, O, Q, Y, N, W, I, U
2. Listing the suppliers first based on the quadrant and then the 1. score totable 4.2.

Table 4.2: Supplier Order
Top right Bottom right Top left Bottom left
Z, AB, G, AA, S,AG L, J, K, AC, A,X, AD, Å, V,AE, Ö, D, AH

T, AF, B, H, C,M, F, R E, Ä, P, O, Q, Y,N, W, I, U

Based on the segmentation, it is clear that the top right suppliers shouldbe integrated first. After, bottom right with few exceptions considered fromtop left and lastly bottom left grouped suppliers. Basically either, the table4.2 or the listing above could be used, but based on the literature review,the company should aim to integrate as similar companies as possible at atime to have most synergies. Therefore, the proposition is to integrate the
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suppliers based on their positioning in the matrix (table 4.2) rather than bythe simple listing.
4.4.3 Tuning the Criteria
The benefit-to-ease matrix can be fine-tuned as not all parts of the criteriahave equal number of variables and therefore some criteria might have beenemphasized in the initial model. Also, some criteria might be more importantthan others so the above-mentioned model works as a simplification and theoverall solution should be justified further by emphasizing the criteria firstequally and reviewing how the order changes and then further by empha-sizing the importance of efforts towards three prominent emerging themes;change management, resource availability and technicality.
Ten criteria all have their own variables, with most of them more than one.The unification is started by having just one figure from 0-1 to describe eachby counting an average from the variables. This changes the effort numberas the new maximum was 10 as opposed to the 26 in the simplified model.This meant that also the benefit had to be scaled for range of 0-10. Thecomparison is done again by adding the effort from the benefit and sortingthe list from maximum to minimum and by plotting figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Tuned Benefit-to-Ease matrix
3. Counting the benefit plus the ease score per supplier revised
T, AB, Z, G, AF, AA, S, AG, B, L, H, K, J, AC, Å, M, AD, C, A, X,AE, Ä, Ö, F, V, E, D, Q, P, AH, R, O, Y, W, N, I, U
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4. Listing the suppliers first based on the quadrant and then the 3. score totable 4.3.
Table 4.3: Supplier Order Revised

Top right Bottom right Top left Bottom left
AB, Z, G, AA, S,AG L, K, J, AC, Å,AD, A, X, AE,Ä, Ö , V

T, AF, B, H, M,C, F, R E, D, Q, P, AH,O, Y, W, N, I, U

While it can be seen based on the figures, the tables and the listings that theorder of some suppliers might have changed inside the quadrants, at leastthe top right quadrant has the exact same suppliers. Supplier order changeda bit inside the quadrants however. Top right switched the positioning of Zand AB whereas top left did the same for M and C. Bottom quadrants hadmore changes for the positions. Bottom right showed changes in variablesK, J, Å, AD, A, X, AE, and V whereas bottom left had changes in Q, P,N, I, and U. Between quadrants, there where changes with supplier Ä as it
moved to bottom right from bottom left and D and AH moved vice versaso from bottom right to bottom left. This indicates that even when tuningthe significance of the chosen criteria, the supplier selection logic based onsegmentation works as expected. The tuned model is chosen to be used fromnow on.
Further tuning the model is done by grouping the criteria under the themes ofchange management, resource availability and technicality and thendoubling each groups’ importance to see whether the order changes dramat-ically. This is done to analyze the impact and trade-offs by evaluating howvariations or changes in each criterion group affects the overall decision assome criteria may prove to have a stronger influence similarly to sensitivityanalysis. This is done to give some indications for different stakeholders in-side the focal company on the development targets per chosen suppliers.
The grouping is done as follows;
Change mgmt1.a. Having an assigned business person on supplier side1.b. Having an escalation pathway towards ERP/Middleware resources1.d. Proper communication and reactivity of stakeholders
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Resources1.f. Having available business, IT and middleware resources2.a. More interfaces and outsourced resources cause delays2.b. System developments or ERP changes cause delays2.c. Integration initiation time preference far in future
Technicality1.c. Ability to digitize processes1.e. Having experience in IT development projects, B2Bi, or SAP BN1.g. Technical ability to integrate documents
Each group in turn is given twice the effect and the plot 4.6 shows the effectsof each of these three alterations together with again scaled benefits.

Figure 4.6: Tuned Benefit-to-Ease matrix with emphasized groups
When I double the effect per group, the deviation in supplier effort will giveindications on what is missing; the series found with most effort on the leftis the one that should be developed the most and the series closest to theright (less effort) tells where the suppliers’ best integration capabilities lie.The figure 4.6 benefits the focal company in assessing the supplier to be in-tegrated easily and to guide efforts towards noticed development points andthe need for doing so. The variance between the series per supplier describeswell the overall readiness; with big leaps, it is most likely that more effort isneeded.
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Based on the graph, the following conclusions can be drawn; the way inwhich a certain supplier may become preferred is by focusing efforts on de-veloping the lacking areas. Therefore, development points are opened for thelist of the current most attractive suppliers (AB, Z, G, AA, S and AG).

• AB is well positioned for technical implementation but has resourcesavailability issues; there might be a need to order extra or there couldbe system changes or multiple interfaces to be taken into account.
• Z is mostly lacking in change management practices as well as resources.Developing these by for example introducing project role responsibil-ities and escalation pathway, would make Z better in terms of imple-mentation prospect.
• G should emphasize mostly gathering the resources or freeing up timefor the integration and then the technicalities.
• AA is lacking in technical capabilities so the possibilities to do integra-tions should be revised. It also might be AA is simply lacking someexperience which is not a threshold condition for initiation.
• S seems to have a lot of resources to guide to the project but focusingon technicalities might help.
• AG should develop firstly technical aspects and also managerial prac-tices. Although, AG has quite even distribution in its capability groupsso no big difference for improving capabilities is not expected.

It depends on what the focal company sees the easiest and worthwhile todevelop within the supplier. Also, some of the points are out of the focalcompany’s reach and the requests for improvement should thus be guidedtowards the suppliers but it helps, to tell what it is they are missing. Thesensitivity analysis gives results that when the weight assigned to differentcriteria grouping changes, the attractiveness of the supplier changes. Thishelps to identify the criteria that have the most significant impact on thedecision and highlight potential uncertainties. The suppliers score best over-all on their resources and the worst in change management with the biggeststandard deviation and worst average score.
To model the results differently, benefit consideration per supplier is omittedand the groupings’ criteria scores compared.
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Figure 4.7: Grouped criteria comparisons per supplier
It seems supplier S is best positioned when it comes to integration effort. Salso has well balanced capabilities across different groups. Most probably ifthere would be any problems, they would come from technical considerations.Other suppliers scoring really well on set criteria are L, AB, K, AC, AA, Zand G. One interesting result is with supplier Q; they have above averageresources but score below average on technicalities.
4.4.4 Further Considerations
The benefit should not be the main dimension when choosing supplier orderfor integrations as stated that easier cases give most room for knowledge ac-cumulation. Benefits are obviously important to justify the initiation but inorder to get the smoothest first experiences, the least effort needing suppliersshould be prioritized nevertheless of benefits. This is why the following sup-pliers in the right hand side of the matrix, the least effort cases, are chosenfor deeper analysis.
The suppliers listed based on least effort are S, L, AB, K, AC, AA, Z, G andX. A more comprehensive review on their capabilities, in addition to thesupplier AG, is taken as to compare the suppliers head-to-head and lay thefoundation for filling the integration implementation pipeline and hence tocontribute for the optimal integration implementation strategy. It is remark-able that not one from the sample of ten had any feedback or concerns topresent to UPM. A simple table 4.4 was constructed to compare the supplier
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features without the spend consideration covered before.

Table 4.4: Comparison of supplier capabilities
Mills Timing Middleware Alignment cXML/https

S 1 Ready In-house P/N YesL 1 Ready In-house P/N YesAB 10 ERP change In-house P/N UoM YesK NA Agreeable In-house P/N UoM NoAC 1 Agreeable In-house P/N UoM YesAA 2 2025;new ERP In-house P/N YesZ 1 2024 changes In-house P/N UoM YesG 6 2023 end OpenText 50% UoM YesX 1 2024 In-house P/N YesAG 1 2023 end LN 69% - Yes
All suppliers claimed to be able to digitize the transaction processes and hadhad B2Bi before but AA, AC and X had not yet established a relationshipon SAP BN. SAP BN back-end integration was in place for S, L, K, Z andG. Based on these considerations, the first five suppliers to be proposed forintegrations would be S, L, AB, G and AG.
The proposed measures for this list is as follows:
S - Define the documentation scope clearly and align units of measure.
L - Ensure benefits overcome the effort internally, add understanding to-wards SAP BN integration project, define documentation scope.
AB - Assess how the ERP change affects timing, achieve back-end connectiv-ity, make sure resources (business, ERP) are available, consider toning downthe document scope count, align multiple mills and control the complexity.
G - Ensure mill and product number alignment, make sure OpenText withservice level of 50% is effective and reactive enough, communicate urgencytowards resources and gather learnings from previous B2Bi.
AG - Achieve back-end connectivity, assign a business person from supplierto support the change, gather learnings from previous B2Bi, make LN joinmeetings and align data based on product numbers and units of measure.
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With G and AG, UPM must revise the difficulties in data alignment, makingsure that the middleware provider is suitable and to gather learning pointsfrom previous integrations as based on the answers, there seems to be some.Also change managerial expectations are to be communicated as to give thesuppliers a heads-up on what is coming. It could be said that the more ben-eficial cases will take a longer time to implement due to their complexity,but the benefits to productivity will be more significant so there is always atrade-off to be balanced when choosing suppliers for network integrations.
The focal company chose to have personalized pre-kick-off meetings as dueto the proposition to start covering the main development topics with chosensuppliers. From the list before, it could be justified that interviewing com-panies help in assessing the possible timelines as to ensure that the proposalmade for the focal company is appropriate and nothing else turns out hin-dering the initiation.
The agenda for the preparative call for alignment (contract owner approvals)is to generally discuss the technical side of the solution, survey answers,implementation timeline and the commitment. More specifically, for AB itmeans asking how the ERP change affects the project initiation and the po-tential for achieving connectivity. Further, the allocation and commitmentof resources is of importance and which documents would be beneficial tointegrate at this stage and on what mills.
4.4.5 Discussion for the Rejected
Based on the study, the focal company was given a proposed order basedon their supplier base having columns of ready to integrate and not readyfor B2Bi yet. The columns were ordered based on the benefits the companycould potentially give. Even with taking into account the whole supplier basesampled, the ones that answered the survey were prioritized because theireasiness could be assessed.
The study also gave insights on why a certain supplier should not be in-tegrated now or never. The following comments were given for the suppliersonly to be integrated if the business benefits turned out to be way more thanthe expected effort.
B - Open to discussion but establishing a relationship with SAP BN isneeded, along with establishing connectivity. Identified poor engagement
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of the business. No specific start time preference due to plans for S/4 HANAimplementation project. Currently using outsourced middleware and there isa need to order more. Also, facing problems in including UoM in documents.
AF - The earliest start time would be in 2024. They have experience usinga third-party logistic partner that owns/controls ASNs. There are concernsabout ensuring data security.
D - Ready to start at the end of 2023 but lacks connectivity. There is a needto engage the business and to resolve the lack of resources. Currently usingoutsourced middleware and the ASN is controlled by an outside systemprovider.
Q - No experience and cannot digitize transaction processes. Facing issueswith data alignment and no ability to integrate documents through cXMLwith HTTPS.
AH - There are resources available but no experience and no ability to inte-grate documents through cXML with HTTPS.
E - Needs connectivity establishment. This would be their first B2Bi project.Their own SAP project is ongoing and will be finished by the end of 2023.They are using outsourced middleware and currently have no ability to inte-grate documents through cXML with HTTPS.
C - Planning to switch to the new S/4 HANA system, which is not a simpleconversion but a complete new system under group supervision for furtherdevelopments. They also lack the ability to integrate documents throughcXML with HTTPS, and some answers are missing.
Y - They require at least six months before starting. System developmentsare ongoing and data alignment is missing. Logintegra controls ASNs, andSAP BN support is strongly needed.
T - No resources available and plans for start earliest in 2024. Currentlyworking on ongoing projects like SAP HANA and MySales, and using out-sourced middleware with a need to order more, which takes approximatelysix to eight months to get assigned. Data alignment is also needed.
P - Planning to start in 2025, with no prior experience. They require a lotof engagement towards the business. The system has been built inter-
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nally and they lack the ability to integrate documents through cXML withHTTPS.
F - Planning to start in 2024, with no prior experience. They have their ownongoing implementation of a new Document management system (DMS).For the order processing, they do not use standard solutions in NAV B.C.and would need to develop a special interface. They are using outsourcedmiddleware and need to order more, with an estimated assignment time ofthree months. Data alignment also needs to be checked.
The ones not seen applicable for B2Bi and the reason why are given next.
O - Ranked seventh worst in terms of effort. They specifically requestedfor no integration. They have some experience but are in the process ofchanging their own ERP environment, with finalization expected in 2024.They are currently using outsourced middleware.
N - Ranked sixth worst in terms of effort. They have some experience andare eager to start, but are lacking in all concrete capabilities.
H - Ranked fifth worst in terms of effort. They have no experience and areplanning to start in 2027. They are facing resourcing issues and are cur-rently using outsourced middleware.
W - Ranked fourth worst in terms of effort. They have no experience andare planning to start in 2024. There is a lot of uncertainty in their answers,and they are currently using outsourced middleware.
I - Ranked third worst in terms of effort. They have no experience and haveplans for an ERP system upgrade. They are currently using outsourcedmiddleware.
I - Ranked third worst in terms of effort. They have no experience and haveplans for an ERP system upgrade. They are currently using outsourcedmiddleware.
R - Ranked as requiring the most effort. They have a preference for start-ing in 2025 but lack experience. Their own changes in the ERP system arecausing delays. They are using outsourced middleware.



Chapter 5
Contributions to the Flight Plan
The flight plan is done to time the integrations and enablements efficientlyand is based on the previously done supplier segmentation as to identify op-portunities for categories and suppliers. Flight plan considers the readinessand willingness of suppliers to deepen collaboration with UPM as well as thesourcing plan to ensure that also commercial benefits are captured in full.Flight plan defines suppliers to be enabled, used enablement methods andenablement order and allows tracking and reporting progress against planand the business case.
Business is responsible for creating the flight plan and managing the supplierenablement, project and change management practices. Supplier categoriza-tion is achieved by identifying the underlying effort factors and achievablebenefits per supplier category. Supplier categorization reflects the desiredoutcome of the project. With supplier categorization templates adopted perbusiness a flight plan can be created that defines:
Which Suppliers to be enabled for transaction purposes and on what method?
In what order to enable the selected suppliers?
The flight plan must be ensured with assessments of risks and preparationof change management and communication approach; expectation, deadline,incentive, consequence and togetherness (EDICT) (Cooper et al., 2005). Af-ter the internal stakeholder hearing, the demand creation is done to reserveIT resources and to calculate estimated costs. Flight plan has to be modifiedas changes in VMD happen, to get the optimal results.
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5.1 Supplier Enablement
Supplier enablement relates strongly to the supplier selection. In supplier en-ablement the supplier base is onboarded to SAP BN. Technically this meansactivation of suppliers to transact over SAP BN with UPM which meansestablishing a trading relationship between UPM and supplier, as well asinternal and external change management activities required to reach thecommitment and determination to adopt new ways of working. It must takeinto account that there are several approaches to be agreed and taken basedon the case. Executing the supplier enablement activities according to theflight plan can lead to substantial order processing productivity gains. Firstduplicates and non-active supplier locations are deleted and missing contactsgathered. Then the scope per supplier is set, with respect to the identifiedcomplexity. Connections are revised to identify which suppliers transact withwhich business units, and ERPs. Data collection is done prior to the enable-ment as not to lengthen the enablement timeline.
Early business level discussions and engagement to provide the integratedsupplier with visibility into the future state business process, alignment onscope of spend category, document choreography and SAP BN requirements,procurement content (catalogs, contacts), timing, partnership, expectationsand alignment, is very much needed. In addition to preparing resources andexploring the suppliers, realization requires providing the already mentionedarchitecture flow, functional/technical design document, cXML samples fortechnical specifications, system transaction validation rules setup, test doc-uments of all types in scope, UoMs, ship- and bill-to IDs, list of incoterms,list of system limitations, custom data extrinsic field on all messages whereexists, confirmation on currency and unit price conditions in use, as well asthe test plan.
Supplier engagement for digital transactions through contractual terms ismandatory for new suppliers. Clauses for digital transactions are system-atically added to contracts during re-negotiations and are available in newcontract templates. Line organisation is responsible for implementing thenew practice to their processes; request for x (RFx) questions must be in-cluded in corresponding templates as default requirements.
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5.2 Timing and Risks
Integration project takes optimally 20-32 weeks depending on the scope as inaddition to full enablement and onboarding embedded also in portal enable-ment, there are the integration project, adding about 12-24 weeks togetherwith functional trainings. During implementation, the goal is to enable asampling of integrated supplier per buy channel, business process, transmis-sion method CIG and transaction type cXML.
Integrated suppliers require additional lead time to plan and staff their re-sources to support integration in time for the objective of go live. In therun phase, post go live, larger waves than of five suppliers, can be managedat once - given lead time is provided to suppliers. However, this will be af-fected by the needed legacy considerations and efforts. Also, the vendor andlegal entities must be revised. Suppliers may experience long pauses in themidst of the process if quality contact data is not provided up front correctly.
Extended lead times of supplier integration projects could be avoided byfollowing the logic of starting the projects with portal enablement before theintegration project to capture benefits quickly. Long lead times in supplierregistration may cause a bottleneck for supplier enablement and frustratestakeholders so high effort must be put on process improvement by man-aging potential delays with proper flight planning, change management andimpact considerations.
Suppliers’ technical capabilities to integrate are assessed with this study byidentifying gaps in criteria. Also, the complexity, capability and willingnessinfo are important input for prioritization as a pre-study and to supplementthe VMD. The study was done as to provide a method to create a plan forstrategic supplier outreach and to use the opportunity to define goals andset up a timetable for enablement. Figure 5.1 opens the timeline and stepsfor the creation of the flight plan.

Figure 5.1: Steps leading for the creation of flight plan
The results to the survey showcased lack in business role sharing. Therefore,supplier ought to assign at least a clear project lead, connectivity expert, doc-
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ument mapping expert and testing contact to ensure understanding, back-endconnection, integration and data mapping, document failure troubleshootingand confirming test plans and validating transactions plus coordinating go-live. Supplier data validation consists of data cleansing, gathering (accountspayable and procurement systems), scoping, and connections.
One significant factor for varying integration times is the complexity of theintegration itself. Integrating complex systems that have multiple depen-dencies and intricate data mapping requirements generally takes longer thanintegrating simpler systems. The integration process is also influenced bythe systems being integrated. Outdated or systems with limited APIs mayrequire more manual work and custom development, resulting in longer in-tegration times.
Additionally, the availability of resources plays a crucial role. Organizationswith limited resources or budget may experience longer integration timelinesas they prioritize other activities or face constraints in allocation. Propertesting and debugging are essential stages of the integration process, and thetime required for these tasks can differ based on the quality of the code andthe thoroughness of the testing procedures. Changes in requirements cansignificantly impact the integration time. If there are mid-way alterations,the integration process might need to be restarted, resulting in delays andextended timelines. Moreover, third-party dependencies, such as third-partyAPIs, can also elongate the integration process.

5.3 Proposed B2Bi Waves
First, I identified which suppliers to be enabled on the network with trans-action method B2Bi. Now, the initial plan for first groups of suppliers foroutreach and enablement (wave approach) can be done. Technical readinessconfirmation as well as other considerations were assessed through the surveyto ensure suppliers’ ERP system can be integrated with SAP BN. As thereshould be a maximum of five integrations simultaneously in the pipeline, de-fined by SAP, the following order is proposed based on the survey answers.
Waves
1st: S, L, AB, K, AC
2nd: AA, Z, G, X, AG
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3rd: AD, J, AE, Å, V
4th: A, Ä, Ö, M, B, (optionally also H, AF)
There is high variance with suppliers’ maturity. Before contacting the sup-pliers however, the business level discussion and KPI agreement has to bedone to confirm the suppliers and complete the segmentation logic.

5.4 Supplier Selection Logic
Integrated suppliers typically represent the bulk of transaction volumes andare the key to unlocking adoption goals and realizing the automation benefitsquickly. The focus in this study was mainly guided towards suppliers withprevious experience. According to SAP professional, flight planning can havetwo dimensions. Either the focus can be on on business processes, documenttypes and differences between processes in buyer/supplier geographical plantlocations or on document count and spend data. The latter was chosen forthis study and supplier analysis conducted based on the results. The solutionutilized segmentation to the benefit versus efforts shown in figure 5.2 as todistribute the suppliers to waves for B2Bi.

Figure 5.2: Supplier segmentation approach
The suppliers can be divided based on the matrix to categories for the en-ablement plan to follow accordingly. Figure 5.3 shows in more detail how theenablement plan can be set based on the supplier positioning in the matrix.
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Figure 5.3: Placement in matrix effect to strategy
The global suppliers, the big fish, have to be coordinated centrally as tohandle the complexity, however there are only a few and the benefits due tothe size of the business are extensive. Regional priorities, normal fish, areintegrated in cases of high-volume and/or high benefit supplier case-by-caseas their size is relatively big, quantity low and complexity something in be-tween. Regional, low-hanging fruits, are to be primarily done with portaland mass enablement approach. However, some chances for B2Bi may existans should thus be screened. This enablement should be started with leastcomplex cases with low levels of change impact needed; identification of suchsuppliers can be done by their small size, high quantity and low complexity.New suppliers, the bowl, are given the opportunity to choose, but most likely,due to the lack of experience in transacting with them, are to be corporatedfirst with portal. Their features like size and complexity alters but the ex-pected quantity is high due to the changing market conditions and increasedcompetition.
From the figures alone, it is obvious that most focus should be with the topright quadrant suppliers (small number and indicated as integration), theregional priorities, as these cover most of the transaction volumes. Globalsuppliers are treated as a strategic business partners and the strategy andapproach for e-collaboration is designed and agreed mutually with the aim toagree an approach that can be rolled out globally, still considering the localrequirements. Enablement method is agreed with the suppliers dependingon their willingness and ability. As could be seen from the results of the
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analysis, suppliers could be categorized based on the matrix to complex bigplayers, easily enablable, not to be integrated now or never and everythingin between. There is operational and commercial readiness in supplier basethat has to be assessed to introduce suppliers for B2Bi with confidence. Themain to do list after the analysis includes;

• E2E business process review and agreement upon with each supplier
• Addressing commercial contract aspects
• Addressing logistical and warehouse impacts
• Addressing plants and/or material specific variants
• Agreeing upon operational details



Chapter 6
Evaluation and Discussion
Because the B2Bi projects take vast amount of time, the implications of thisstudy will remain unknown until the suppliers are enabled and there areavailable data on the integrated suppliers to be compared to the study find-ings. It would be interesting to see how a chosen supplier for the four firstwaves would differ in integration timelines and challenges faced to a supplierthat was not chosen or that was advised not to be integrated. Further, alsoworthwhile would be to compare the complexity of the business to the timetaken to integrate.
The method of benefit-to-effort matrix was chosen for flight plan supplier se-lection but there remains some open questions on whether the matrix shouldhave been supplied with further considerations such as SAP BN complexityindex, or potential for commercial or relational benefits through automation.Further, it is debatable whether the benefits and the effort score chosen cri-teria had all the most suitable selected variables.

6.1 Limitations
The applicability of the study is hindered due to the small batch of suppliersthat took the survey, meaning that in the initial sample, there should be evenmore potential suppliers to be integrated. If all answered the survey or thesurvey would have been sent to a bigger group, how would have the resultschanged? Moreover, if there was no imply for the preference of the starttime, would more progress among those that left the study at 37% exist?The hypothesis for this would be that in case of more responses, there wouldhave been even more suppliers to integrate, found from the ”good groups”as the suppliers approached were sampled carefully.
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One noticed limitation of this study is the sole focus on project manage-ment and not on how the categories support it with processual and operativevendor relation management. Even though the collaborative initiatives wereasked in the survey, category management most likely has some input to giveabout whom should be integrated based on the history and therefore the pro-posed listing must be gone through one by one which hinders the potentialto use the method proposed alone. Also mill personnel are needed to ensureappropriateness of the selection. As the criteria used for supplier selection isobjective, it has to be extended with background stories and considerationsof how the globality of the business affects the implementation.
Selection has to go through various approval rounds, as for example, onecompany that was proposed for the selection, will be phased out shortly andthe business awarded to another supplier even after decades of big volumes.These considerations could not be included in the analysis as the supplier basechanges yearly, quarterly or even monthly. After discussing the suppliers se-lected with category managers, it became evident that also categorization byproducts could be useful. This means that it is not sensible for integrating allsuppliers from same product categories, even if proved to be the most attrac-tive ones, but first only one to two the most strategic ones per material group.
Analysis was done on UPM approved metrics; results change if benefit isrevised or other criteria considerations are put to dominate. However, basedon the analysis, there is confidence that the questions and criteria chosendo describe well the needed capabilities from different angles. It will proveinteresting to see how the project proceeds as there are significant differ-ences between BAs and whether the solution presented in this study will beadopted to other areas as well with areally refined or added questions.

6.2 Future Research
Scientists, academics and sourcing professionals could have interest in thetopic. The applicability of the study is refined as it focuses on a selected setof suppliers in paper industry DM but room for application in other indus-tries does exist. Automatically copying benefits or successes is not possible,however according to Gadde and Snehota (2000) common similarities andguidelines do exist. Even though the study is conducted as a limited casestudy, it is worth doing, as it helps in planning an implementation of manyprojects and accumulates knowledge across stakeholders.
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Areas for future research for supplier selection in context of B2Bi mostlikely includes themes of multihoming, advanced data analytics (ML, predic-tive analytics), SC resilience, sustainable and ethical sourcing, innovations,blockchain, internet of things (IoT), logistic regulatory requirements, global-ity and reshoring and nearsourcing trends. In addition to the listed themes,suppliers’ role as end users will most likely be of increased importance dueto how change managerial considerations’ importance dominated when com-paring different kinds of capabilities.
One interesting continuation for the research would be to find the best moti-vators. Could the enablement process be aided the best with e-collaborationdiscounts to motivate embracing collaboration and overcoming potential ob-stacles during integration process (Nurmilaakso and Kauremaa, 2012)? Orsimilarly, Terpend and Krause (2015) would the best approach be promotingcontract renewals, additional business opportunities, and increased purchasevolumes? Considering the dynamic nature of the solution, it is more likelythat cooperative incentives like joint training, support provision, and sharingof cost savings work the best.
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Conclusions
The supplier’s products or services should be compatible with the existingsystems or platforms that need to be integrated. This ensures that the in-tegration runs smoothly and there are no compatibility issues. The suppliershould also have the necessary capabilities. They should be able to adjusttheir processes to meet the specific integration requirements of the focal orga-nization. The supplier should be responsive and available to provide supportwhen needed. Ideally they would also have experience from B2Bi or at leastnothing hindering the technical implementation initiation. All of these criti-cal listed criteria have to be ensured before choosing a supplier for B2Bi andeven more can be introduced if needed. Also, the level of the cooperationhas to be revised with considerations of what is the best enablement methodaccording to the nature of the business. Further, even if a supplier is veryimportant to the customer the business criticality vice versa has to be en-sured with the help of the stakeholders.
It is crucial to establish realistic timelines that consider the complexity ofthe integration, the required resources, and any potential challenges thatmay arise. Prioritizing suppliers helps in saving resources and achieving theexpected goals on time. By identifying task dependencies and ensuring theyare completed in the correct order, organizations can streamline the integra-tion process and allocate resources effectively. By including stakeholders inthe planning phase, organizations can identify their requirements, expecta-tions, and potential roadblocks. This early involvement ensures alignmentand proactive problem-solving, minimizing delays during the integration.
Proper change management is a key success factor. Business stakeholdersmust be engaged through active involvement in the project work such asidentification and validation of business-specific use cases, testing, supplier
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identification, supplier communication and engagement. Project approachshould be reviewed and validated with the business stakeholders. If thereare needs for adjustments based on their feedback, those proposals shouldbe carefully considered. Storytelling skills are needed internally and whencommunicating the urgency and expectations outside.
Agile methodologies, such as Scrum or Kanban, provide frameworks for man-aging the integration process effectively (Rosenberg et al., 2020). Breakingdown the integration into smaller, manageable tasks allows for shorter it-erations, early issue identification, and prompt resolution. Agile method-ologies promote adaptability, collaboration, and continuous improvementthroughout the integration process (Patcha, 2009; Schubert et al., 2023).The progress must be monitored and risks handled using a RACI model orsimilar (de Man and Arica, 2019).
By first selecting the suppliers right and then incorporating these strate-gies into the integration process, organizations can optimize the timeline,reduce delays, and achieve successful integration of complex systems. Whatis known is that the more beneficial cases will take a longer time to imple-ment due to their complexity, but the benefits to productivity will be moresignificant so there is always a trade-off to be balanced when choosing sup-pliers for network integrations (Samtani, 2002).
As a result of the analysis, UPM may give instructions and communicatetheir doubts for the suppliers, and create a justified priorization order. Thefocal company ended up benefitting from the method by using the proposedsuppliers on flight planning, timing and grouping B2Bi suppliers and startedthe work by mapping the respective affected mills and processes. They alsodecided to start simple and move onto more complex cases later as suggested(Sarkis and Talluri, 2002). Integrated solution enable suppliers to automatetheir order processing activities and gain efficiency benefits. But commercialbenefits are not realized automatically, requiring strategic planning and rightdecisions and actions from contract owners.
The main findings include that the most effort as it is, should be guidedtowards developing change management practices. I also found that gather-ing data and plotting suppliers into a matrix to create a segmentation worksin selecting appropriate suppliers for B2Bi projects. The prerequisites andcriteria setting that make a supplier suitable or attractive for integration ini-tiation can vary but the questioned input is scalable to other areas as wellwhen paying respect to taking area specific nuances, mutual alignment and
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processes into account. The study method can be used as a prediction toolto state which supplier integrations will run smoothly and stay in timelinesand which will introduce stress and delays and based on which findings.
Due to the sample size a clear identification of commonalities of the bestsuppliers and their contributing features could not be done, but the quadrantmodel ensures that the capabilities of the suppliers match and the ones to beintegrated are on sufficient level. The contribution is the method used in thisstudy that allows devising an ideal supplier selection process and timetablefor integration projects. Future research should focus more on how to ensureongoing maintenance as due to the result of having to work most on changemanagerial aspects in the shape of joint trainings.
The strengths of using the benefit-to-effort matrix approach for supplier se-lection is that it is simple if one possesses the needed procurement data. Thematrix enables comprehensive and objective evaluation and helps in identify-ing suppliers that offer the highest value for integration projects to supportstrategic decision-making in supplier selection. This approach is suitable forintegration projects as it allows using multiple criteria and tweaking theirsignificance with different emphasis. Based on the literature review and sup-porting evidence, the benefit-to-effort matrix is the most suitable choice inthis context for comparing suppliers head-to-head and selecting them for in-tegration projects. The method can be used for making forecasts about thetiming as well as the success of B2Bi.
The conclusions drawn from the analysis offer valuable insights into opti-mizing supplier selection and integration processes for B2Bi projects by en-suring compatibility, and supplier capabilities like stakeholder involvement,resources, and change managerial practices. Employing the methodologyof data gathering and supplier segmentation aids in selecting appropriatesuppliers for B2Bi projects. In summary, by carefully considering multiplecriteria and analyzing the supplier base against, organizations can stream-line integration processes, maximize efficiency, and achieve successful B2Bisupplier integrations.
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Appendix A
Common Terms and Explanations
FO - Framework Order is a procurement document utilized to purchase ma-terials from external suppliers with extended delivery dates. It can be usedwhen suppliers are unable to confirm delivery times for frequent deliveries.
GOA - Global Outline Agreement is a procurement document negotiatedbetween a strategic purchaser and a vendor to establish the terms of theagreement between the two parties.
ASN - Advanced shipping notice is a document that notifies the customerabout the shipment and provides information about its characteristics so thatthe customer can prepare to receive it.
Call-off - refer to standard Purchase Orders that the buyer creates in accor-dance with UPM Scheduling.
OC - A Purchase Order Confirmation is a confirmation from an externalsupplier indicating their agreement to deliver a specified quantity of goodsat a specified price within a specified timeframe.
Consignment Withdrawal - is a process where the buyer transfers ownershipof goods from consigned stocks to their own through a transfer posting inSAP.
Consignment Settlement - is a process where the buyer creates a consign-ment settlement invoice based on the material document generated by theconsignment withdrawal.
The Return Process - is a business process that involves returning goods tothe vendor and receiving credit for the returned items. The process can bemanaged with or without a delivery reference to a return PO or an existingPO.
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SAP Business Network (previously Ariba Network) - The SAP Business Net-work is a cloud-based collaborative B2B platform that allows for managinginteractions between buyers, vendors, and other partners involved in pro-curement and selling flows.
Ariba Network - Ariba Network is a hosted service that connects suppli-ers to buying organizations, allowing them to conduct transactions over theinternet.
SCC - Supply Chain Collaboration encompasses a set of collaborative pro-cesses and functionalities associated with direct supply chain events withinthe SAP BN.
A Return PO - also known as a Rejection Purchase Order, is used to re-turn goods to the supplier due to defects noticed during production, qualitychecks, or issues with the stocked quantity, after they have been inwarded inthe system.
A Credit Note - is a financial document sent by a supplier to a buyer, indi-cating that a certain amount has been credited to the buyer’s account.
A Line Item Credit Memo - is a financial document used for receiving creditfor a specific returned line item from a supplier.
SAP Business Network PunchOut catalogs – A consumer-like shopping ex-perience that lets customers select purchases from a customized, shoppingcart-enabled website. SAP Business Network PunchOut acts as a connectorthat bridges e-commerce domain with the SAP Business Network interface.
Supplier Selection Logic - The process of identifying which suppliers to enableand what order and grouping to enable them. Supplier flight plan is theoutput.
Supplier Enablement - The process of “enabling” suppliers to transact elec-tronically, then making sure that they continue to do so.



Appendix B
Interview Structure and Ques-tions
Opening
Introduction for both parties
Brief to topic and background
Ask if it is allowed to record the interview
Interview
1. Who are you and what is your current role?
2. What was your role in the B2Bi? Has there been previous projects?
3. How do you feel the B2Bi went and how big of a project was this to you?
4. What were the main challenges?
5. What changes had to be done for the solution to work?
6. What do you think of the timing of the overall process?
7. Did you have clear responsibilities from the start and where there com-munication issues between layers?
8. How was the urgency communicated and what are the recognized benefits?
9. What are the key takeaways and success factors from the project?
10. How could have UPM made the project even smoother for you? Any-thing else, you want to mention?
Closing
Short interview recap to ensure there are no misconceptions
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Next steps: how the study will use the gathered data
Thank you’s and closing the call



Appendix C
Supplier Survey Questions
1. Supplier in numbers
1.1. Company Name:
1.2. For how many years has your company been co-operating with UPM?
1.3. Please estimate your company’s annual turnover (in euros):
1.4. How much of your company’s turnover comes from UPM (in euros)?
1.5. What percentage of your business unit’s turnover comes from UPM?
2. Cooperation with UPM
2.1. Please list your main point of contact at UPM:
2.2. Please list business areas where you deliver goods to UPM:1. Biochemicals 2. Paper 3. Pulp

2.2.1. Will you deliver goods to UPM Biochemical plant (start-up in2023)? To which plant will you deliver? How many times in year doyou assume to deliver there?
2.2.2. To which UPM Paper plant do you deliver goods?
2.2.3. To which UPM Pulp plant do you deliver goods? To whichplants do you deliver? How many times in year do you deliver there?

3. Current processes
3.1. Which data are you expecting to receive from UPM to plan better youproduction?
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3.2. On a scale of 1-5, how smoothly is your company able to plan itsproduction based on the Purchase Orders received from UPM? (1 = Withdifficulty, 5 = Very easily)

3.2.1. Please describe your planning difficulties:
3.3. Do you provide Order Confirmation after Purchase Order received?
3.4. Do you provide Advanced Shipping Notice when informing the Buyerwhen the goods will be delivered?

3.4.1. What kind of data do you provide in Advanced Shipping Notice?
3.5. In what way do you provide invoices to UPM?
3.6. On a scale of 1-5, how satisfied are you with current invoicing processwith UPM? (1 = Very unsatisfied, 5 = Very satisfied)

3.6.1. Please explain why you are unsatisfied:
3.7. Would you be interested in sending invoices via SAP Business Network?
4. SAP Business Network - portal
4.1. Is your company already registered on the SAP Business Network?

4.1.1. Please provide your SAP Business Network ID which you aregoing to utilize for transactions with UPM and account administrator:
4.1.2. How do you prefer to manage your SAP Business Network ac-count in case of multiple vendor numbers?
4.1.3. Do you already cooperate with UPM via SAP Business Network?
4.1.4. Please indicate how many people process these documents inSAP Business Network in below areas (if applicable):1. Purchase Order 2. Order Confirmation 3. Advanced Shipping Notice
4.1.5. Do you have any experience with Supply Chain Collaborationmodule?
4.1.6. What kind of documents are you currently exchanging usingSCC module?
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4.2. What kind of documents do you find beneficial to collaborate with UPMvia SAP Business Network?
5. SAP Business Network - integration
5.1. Do you have IT resources to start the integration project between yourERP and SAP Business Network?
5.2. Which ERP system does your company use?
5.3. Do you have technical capabilities in order to connect your ERP withSAP Business Network?
5.4. Is your back-end system able to produce Order Confirmation messagesthat might be utilized with UPM?
5.5. Is your back-end system able to produce Advanced Shipping Noticemessages that might be utilized with UPM?
5.6. If you send documents in digital format (e.g., EDIFACT, cXML), doyou use third-party IT company provider?
5.7. Is your company interested in integration of your ERP with SAP Busi-ness Network?

5.7.1. What kind of ERP documents would you like to integrate withSAP Business Network and UPM?
6. Awareness of change
6.1. Does your company have experience in the automation of the transactionprocesses?
6.2. In what way or to which direction would you like to develop your businessrelationship with UPM?
6.3. Do you have other feedback or topical issues you would like to bring toUPM’s attention in terms of transacting?
6.4. Do you use other platforms for transacting with other buyers?

6.4.1. What is this other platform and what kind of benefits does itprovide?
7. Main contacts
7.1. To ensure more efficient start, please provide us with the contact detailsof these process owners who could be part of this project.1. Finance 2. IT 3. Logistics
7.2. Please nominate someone with whom we can discuss the deployment ofSAP Business Network Supply Chain Collaboration. SCC Contact



Appendix D
Additional Survey Questions
1. Supplier info
1.1. Company name:
1.2. Respondents and titles:
1.3. UPM mills supplied:
1.4. Have you had prior common IT development projects with UPM?

1.4.1. If yes, how well did it go from 1-5?
1.5. Do you have experience with SAP Business Network?

1.5.1. If yes, have you already established a relationship on SAP Busi-ness Network?
1.5.2. If yes, how well (1-5) do you understand the SAP BusinessNetwork integration process?
1.5.3. If yes, is your back-end already integrated with SAP BusinessNetwork (connectivity achieved)?

2. Business and processes
2.1. Have you assigned a business person to adopt, communicate, and supportthe change in an integration project?

2.1.1. If yes, who is this assigned business person and what is his/hertitle?
2.2. How well (1-5) can you allocate business personnel for an integrationproject?
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2.3. Do you have a pre-defined escalation pathway towards your ERP/Middlewareresources in case a certain phase of a common project gets delayed from theagreed blueprint timelines?
2.4. Do you have (or have you had) Business-to-Business integration before?

2.4.1. If yes, how well did the integration implementation go from 1-5?
2.5. Is your system automatically triggering invoice processes at any pointof the transaction processes?
2.6. Do you offer IT services (e.g. RFID or PIDT) for your customers totrack and/or expedite deliveries from you?
2.7. Are you able to digitalize the transaction processes now run manually?
3. Resources and availability
3.1. Please specify your preference for the start time of the integrationproject.
3.2. Are you planning any system developments that might affect the initia-tion of integration project?

3.2.1. If yes, please describe the schedules affecting initiation of inte-gration project.
3.3. Are there any other known reasons why standard implementation time-line (couple of months depending on the documents to be integrated) wouldbe exceeded?

3.3.1. If yes or not able to answer, please describe the expected reasonsfor exceeding integration implementation standard timelines.
3.4. How well (1-5) can you allocate ERP IT team/personnel for the inte-gration project?

3.4.1 How quickly (1-5) does your ERP IT team/personnel react tosolve the requests presented?
3.4.2. How well (1-5) is your business able to communicate and getthe wanted results from your ERP IT team/personnel based on yourexperience?
3.4.3. Is there a need to order extra ERP IT team/personnel resources?
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3.4.3.1. What is the usual timeline to get your ERP IT team/personnelassigned to the project? Please describe the schedules.

3.5. Do you use an outsourced Middleware provider or do you have in-houseMiddleware resources?
3.5.1. In case of an outsourced Middleware provider, which outsourcedMiddleware provider are you using?
3.5.2. In case of an outsourced Middleware provider, what is the servicelevel agreement with the outsourced Middleware provider?

3.6. How well (1-5) can you allocate Middleware personnel for the integrationproject?
3.6.1 How quickly (1-5) do the Middleware personnel react to solve therequests presented?
3.6.2. How well (1-5) is your business able to communicate and get thewanted results from the Middleware personnel based on your experi-ence?
3.6.3. Is there a need to order extra Middleware resources?

3.6.3.1. What is the usual timeline to get the Middleware person-nel assigned to the project? Please describe the schedules.
4. Technical implementation
4.1. Are you able to revise and align your product data based on UPMproduct number?

4.1.1. If yes, are you able to include UPM product number in all thedocuments to be integrated?
4.2. Are you able to revise and align your product data based on UPM Unitsof Measure (UoM)?

4.2.1. If yes, are you able to include UPM Units of Measures in all thedocuments to be integrated?
4.3. Are you able to integrate documents through cXML with HTTPS?
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4.3.1. If yes, are you able to produce the following messages from yourback-end system that can be translated to cXML format and sent toSAP Business Network through HTTPS protocol? Please select all thatapply.
Order Confirmation (OC)
Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN)
Invoices (IV)

4.3.1.1. Are you using a third party logistic partner that owns/controlsAdvanced Shipping Notices (ASN) or order tracking?
4.3.1.1.1. If yes, please specify who controls your AdvancedShipping Notices (ASN) or order tracking.

4.4. Are you able to receive a message to your back-end system from SAPBusiness Network?
4.4.1. Are you able to receive the following messages to your back-endsystem?
Purchase Order (PO) and/or Scheduling Agreement (SA)
Consignment stock movement message
Goods Receipt (GR)

4.4.1.1. If Purchase Order (PO) and/or Scheduling Agreement(SA) is selected, are you able to receive the following messages toyour back-end system?
A multiple line Purchase Order (PO)
Purchase Order (PO) change message

4.4.1.1.1. If A multiple line Purchase Order (PO) is selected,are you able to store the Purchase Order (PO) line numbers?
5. Feedback
5.1. Do you have any questions, concerns or feedback at this point you wouldlike to present to UPM?

5.1.1. If yes, please describe.
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Table Opened
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Figure E.1: The survey connection to theory and methods



Appendix F
Plots

Figure F.1: Plots of hypotheses testing
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